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'Addiction is ... probably the No. 1 disease in America.'
— Dr. Howard Taylor
National Toxicology Specialists

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The manslaughter charge against a Murray man accused in the
death of a passenger involved in a February 2005 vehicle crash was
dropped after questions arose whether he was actually the driver.
The case that charged Barry Morrison, 43, with second-degte
manslaughter and second-degree persistent felony offender was dismissed in an agreed order that both Commonwealth Attorney Mike
Ward and Morrison's attorney, public defender Scott West, signed.
In the order filed March 12, Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust said "after an extensive review of this case, interview of the
investigating officer, and iiiterview with a crucial witness" and
-there being serious question as to the actual driver of the vehicle"
the case should be dismissed without prejudice.
Morrison was injured in a single-vehicle collision Feb. 9, 2005,
on U.S. 641 South. Sondra Burnett, 38, died the following day from
injuries she sustained in the crash.
According to accident report information, the truck ran off the
road and hit a mailbox and a culvert, causing the vehicle to go airborne. When the truck returned to the ground, both Morrison and
Burnett were thrown from the vehicle through the windshield.
The truck bed separated from the frame after hitting a utility pole
and the other portion of the vehicle came to a rest after striking a
tree.
Calloway County David Harrington announced nearly two
months after the crash that following aifinvestigation by Calloway
County Sheriff's Deputy Brandon Gallimore the manslaughter
charge was warranted because Morrison's behavior led to Burnett's
death.
Harrington specifically pointed out that Morrison's blood alcohol

III See Page 2A

Joint patrol of
state line nets
370 violations
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
During a joint effort along the state line, area law enforcement
agencies cited 370 violations during saturated patrol and safety
check points last week.
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum said his department along
with the Kentucky State Police. Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force,
Kentucky Vehicle Enforcement, Murray Police Department, Henry
County (Tenn.) Sheriff's Department. Tennessee Highway Patrol,
Puryear (Tenn.) Police Department and Tennessee Wildlife
Resource Agency were involved in the effort to address complaints
along the state border.
During the saturated patrol, officers conducted 13 safety check
points allocations including Hazel. Ky. 121 South. U.S. 641 South
and places closer to Graves County.
Marcum said the joint effort came from complaints along the
border that he and Henry County Sheriff Monte Belew heard while
they were running for their respective offices.
"I had several residents say. 'We're glad you're here. Stay as
long as you want,— Marcum said of the recent patrol.
Marcum said he expects a similar multi-agency effort in the
future.
In total, the agencies cited people for 370 violations, according
to information Marcum provided. These included 12 driving under
the influence offenses, 11 other alcohol-related offenses,52 seat belt
violations.41 drug arrests, seven warrants served, three child endangerment charges and five charges of operating on suspended or
revoked licenses.
In addition, two vehicles were seized in Tennessee because drivers were operating on revoked licenses from prior DUI convictions.
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.palloway County Chamber of Commerce Business@Breakfast,
Following Tuesday's MurrayDr. Howard Taylor, a nationarloxicology specialist, presented a seminar on drug testing in the
workplace in the Murray Room of the Regional Special Events Center. Taylor also spoke at the
Chamber breakfast event.

Chamber event, forum focus
on drug use in workplace
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Drug abuse la.the workplace is a stailiaus and
growing problem across the country and here at
home, particularly for businesses. Dr. Howard
Taylor, founder of National Toxicology
Specialists, a national business consulting firm on
drug issues, spoke to about 30 business leaders,
law enforcement,city and county government and
others interested in the subject Tuesday morning.
The three-hour seminar was presented as part
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
of
Commerce' Business@Breakfast event.
Although Taylor's speech targeted what officials need to do to establish legal parameters for
the creation, application and enforcement of company anti-drug and testing policies of concern
only to businesses, he said the ramifications of
drug use in the workplace goes far beyond a company's liability and legal rights.
"Addiction is a disease that affects every facet
of our society. It is probably the No. 1 disease in
America," Taylor said. "The individuals that are
affected by this are out in the work force. So obviously what we want to do is to get them some
help. We want them to be able to get the treatment
they (reed."
Loss of business efficiency, safety and profit
can be affected by drug use in the workplace.
Taylor said drug use among employees can be
costly as well as dangerous because those that
abuse drugs are five times more likely to be

involved in an accident than those who do not and
are thus five times more likely to seek Worker's
Compensatioqjxnefits.
Although drug use in general wa.s of concern,
most of the focus of the seminar concerned drug
use among employees who'drive company vehicles.
"It concerns drivers because of federal rules
concerning drug and alcohol-related accidents
specific to truck drivers — or all CDL drivers,"
Taylor said. "But in the private sector individuals
also may be subject to testing by their employer
because they want a safe and productive workplace and as we know drugs in the workplace do
not create a safe environment."
Bjarne Hansen, director of the Murray
Calloway Transit Authority, was the organizer of
the seminar with assistance from Calloway
County-Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
and Chamber officials.
Hansen said he has seen a need for more attention on the issue in Calloway County and had
asked Taylor to visit. Approval of a state regionaltraining grant for MC'TA van and bus drivers was
used to pay the cost.
"The reason we brought him in is because we
have a need for drug awareness in this community," Hansen said. "It not only affects individuals,
it also affects businesses and so that's why we had
the Chamber breakfast ... and this is three hours of

•See Page 2A

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
After hearing glom 10 residents west of 16th Street, the
Murray Planning Commission
delayed any decision about
rezoning 59 properties near
Murray State University's campus.
An hour-long public hearing
on the rezoning proposal was
part of the commission's meetTuesday
evening.
ing
Commissioners voted 6-2 to
table the issue with Howard
Koenen and Mary Ann Medlock
voting against doing so.
Ed Pavlick was absent.
Loretta Jobs recused herself
from the matter.
Tuesday's public hearing
meets the minimum requirement
that one be held before the corn-

mission votes on any rezoniins
but commissioners seemed to
think another hearing would be
best if they decide to revisit the
proposal.
The 59 properties are to the
west of multi-family residential
and government zones near
MSU along Hamilton Avenue,
Olive Street, Miller Avenue and
Farmer Avenue, plus four properties on Ryan Avenue.
The proposal would change
those homes from being in a single-family zone to multi-family
residential, which is the current
usage of many properties
despite the existing zoning regulation that prevents unrelated
people to live there without a
conditional use permit from the
city.
Four people who own prop-

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal
Court will join officials in other
Jackson Purchase counties in
supporting the construction of a
Energy
Nuclear
Global
in
project
Partnership
McCracken County.
The project, sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Energy,
would potentially bring about
5,000 construction jobs and
1.000 permanent jobs to the
region to enhance and improve
the economies of western
Kentucky and beyond.
Officials of the Paducah
Uranium Plant Asset Utilization
Task Force are seeking the support of government officials in
the surrounding area to lobby
the Energy Commission to
locate a project near the
Paducah uranium enrichment
plant.
-It's a huge project and there
are several states competing to
have this located in their area,"
said Calloway County JudgeExecutive L,arry Elkins."I think
we need to do this to show support for our friends in
McCracken County."
In other business, magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale,Connie
Morgan, Bobby Stubblefield
and Johnny Gingles approved
the closure of a about fourthtenths of a mile of Hopkins
Road; often referred to as
Hopkins Short Road. The property, when closed sometime this
week, will revert in ownership
to landowners Keith Mitchell
and Gary Abut.
The decision was made following a short public forum on
the issue as required by law.
Elkins said a notice has previously been place in the Murray
Ledger & Times and at least
three signs within one mile of
the area have been posted to
alert the public.
County residents Jerry
Brantley and Joe Young,recommended by Elkins to inspect the
area to ensure state regulations
are enforced, issued letters to
the court saying the closure
would not affect the public and
approved the action.
•See Page 2A

erty in or near the area being
discussed spoke in favor of the
proposal, citing better resale
value because homes would fit
within the current use and be
more like the neighboring zone
to the east. Six residents —only
one who lives within the proposal — expressed concerns
with the rezoning, saying it
would provoke more run-down
property and eventually spread
to single-family zones on
College Terrace. Calloway
Avenue and Ryan Avenue.
The planning commission
has discussed the issue before,
following a survey that was sent
to 130 property owners between
16th and 17th streets.
Within the proposed area, 34
owners supported the rezoning.
eight were against it, three had

no opinion and 18 didn't
respond. Since the survey was
sent out in August, Murray State
bought four properties at 1628
Hamilton, 1630 Hamilton, 1632
Hamilton and 1630 Olive.
meaning they were automatically zoned government.
"1 think it is inevitable with
the university right down the
street that this will happen."
William Rasinen, who lives at
1621 Farmer, told the commission. "My only issue — and I
am in favor of it — is sidewalks.
... I think sidewalks will be a
huge benefit to that neighborhood."
Man Falwell, who now lives
on Wiswell Road but used to
live on Farmer Avenue and still

•See Page 2A
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First steps taken over Grand Canyon
fit ALAPA1
INDIAN
RESERVATION, Ariz. (API •
Indian leaders and former astro
nauts stepped gingerly beyond
the Grand ( anon, rim
Tuesday, staring through the
glass floor and into the 40)(1toot Lhasnt bel,rv. during the
opening L'Cretli0111) ton 4 new
obsers1111111 dec k
A tev members of the
Hualapai Indian Tribe, which
allov.ed the Grand Canyon
Skyvsalk to he built, hopped up
and dots n on the horseshoeshaped structure At its edge 70 feet he ond the run
the
group peeked II1.1.1 the glass

Beyond
the edge
The Hualapai Indian
tribe unveiled a
glass-bottom
walkway Tuesday
that extends over the
the Grand Canyon's
edge. Tnbal leaders
say the SkyWalk will
be a major tounst
draw, but cnbcs
argue it will deface
the canyon
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SkyWalk

manager of the Hualapai totuist
attractions called Grand Canyon
West, said he hopes the Skywalk
will double tourist traffic to the
reservation this year, from about
deck, tourists hurst dri‘e drive
to0.000 visitors to about
14 miles on twisty. unpaked
oiXi,t
roads But the tribe hopes it
Architect Mark Johnson said
of
the Sky walk can support the
budding it ni11•111
that
weight of a few hundred people
ink Rides 11(11..01)n-it tows. 1-1VCI
and will withstand wind up to
.1 Los...1),,s, 1 1 45811 And ,
100 mph. The observation deck
il
11111,
e11111
L1411.111
11:111111A
has a 3-inch-thick glass bottom
and has been equipped with
shock absorbers to keep it trom
bouncing like a diving board as
people walk on it.
.1- he Sky walk has sparked

about 91) 11111C,, VI,eNt III
Nati,mal

— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
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about disturbing nearby burial
sites, and environmentalists
have blamed the tribe for transforming the majestic canyon
into a tourist trap.
Hualapai leaders say they
weighed those concerns for
years before agreeing to build

the Skywalk. With a third of the
tribe's 2.200 members living in
poverty, the tribal government
decided it needs the tourism dollars.
Dolores Honga. 7/. a tribal
elder, said she used to ride horses around what used to he a
remote patch of grassland. Her
grandparents once herded cattle
out here
"I still don't agree with
what's going on here." she said.
-There's so mans memories
here This v.a. my playground.-
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he a part of the county maintenance system The action was
also approved by County Road
Supervisor Jodie Brooks
Also, the court approved a
resolution that would allow the
county to receive S579,000-plus
in state road construction funding dunng the next 16 months.
Elkins said the county would
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receive about 40 percent of the
funds in August. 40 percent in
Mardi 2008, and the remaining
hinds shortly following the
beginning of the next fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2008
In other business. magistratek

From Front

at the time of
level was .174 --- more than twice the legal limit
the crash and traces of other intoxicating drugs were found in his
blood.
Neither side disputes that a third person who hasn't been identified was also in the vehicle. Ward said that apparently everyone
involved in the wreck was intoxicated, but that no additional
charges are foreseen in the case.
"I don't see any additional charges. There's a good reason to
believe someone else was driving.- Ward said. "It's my. understand-

ing the family doesn't want to prosecute that person."
West maintained his client's innocence.
"I've always believed my client is innocent I still believe he's
innocent. 1 do not believe he was the dnver.- he said. "After conducting my own investigation. I stand behind my client being innocent. I don't mean not guilty as a legal standard: I mean innocent,-
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Meeting to address
construction of
new fire station

4.(

•
RELAY
POO LSE

111

This would be the departand
11th
station
ment's
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Chief Greg Cherry said that this
station is advantageous to property owners as it will provide
quicker response in emergencies, including house fires and
injury crashes and could bring
about lower insurance rates.
The meeting is to be held on
March 31 at 10 a.m. at Cypress
Springs Restaurant. Everyone
in the area is strongly encouraged to attend.

•Planning delays ...

From Front

It's Not Too Late!

Calloway Circuit Court
•Derek I. Belcher, 20, of Murray, was sentenced Friday for possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and
first-degree possession of a controlled substance (cocaine). A
pre-trial diversion was entered and the 12 month jail sentence
will be conditionally discharged as long as he meets the court
conditions for a year.
• Keith Duncan, 41, of Murray, will stand trial Sept. 26 for
attempted murder and second-degree persistent felony offender.
The date was set Friday when he appeared in court with public
defender Scott West. The attempted murder charge stems from
a domestic dispute on March 26, 2006, when police said he shot
his girlfriend in the leg and hand.
• Michael Foster, 34, of Murray, pleaded guilty Friday to four
counts of possession of a controlled substance (cocaine). The
four charges were amended down from the original offenses of
trafficking in a controlled substance and four counts of persistent
felony offender were dismissed in the plea agreement with the
commonwealth attorney's office. Foster is scheduled to be seritenced May 29.
• Leon Q. Hunt, 25, who lives on East State Line Road, pleaded
guilty to possession of a controlled substance(cocaine) after the
2005 charge was amended down from trafficking in a controlled
substance. An additional trafficking charge in another case also
was dismissed. His five-year prison sentenced will be probated
for five years as long as he meets all the court conditions and
doesn't commit any crimes.
• M.C. Johnson, 23, of Murray, had his five-year prison sentence
probated for live years during a court appearance Friday for firstdegree trafficking in a controlled substance (cocaine). Johnson
was among those arrested in a March 2006 drug round up.
• Bradley Perrin, 19, of Salem, Ky., was sentenced Friday for "
possession of marijuana, second-degree possession of a controlled substance (Lortab), third-degree possession of a controlled substance(Xanax)and possession of drug paraphernalia
when he appeared in court with his attorney, Max Parker. A pre- ,
trial diversion was entered and his 12-month jail sentence was
probated as long as he meets the court conditions and isn't
charged in a crime for two years. Perrin was arrested on Oct. 16,
2006, after the smell of marijuana was detected in his Hart
College room at Murray State. The original trafficking in a controlled substance within 1,000 yards of a school was amended
down to possession of nrarijuana in the plea agreement with the
commonwealth attorney's office.
•Michael Smith, 23, of Clay, Ky., pleaded guilty Friday to distributing matter portraying a sexual performance by a minor when '
he appeared in court with public defender Scott West. The
charges stems from a 2005 incident in which photographs were
found on his computer in his MSU White College room. He was
indicted on four additional counts of the same from the same
incident but those were dismissed in a plea agreement with the
commonwealth attorney's office. Smith will be sentenced May 29
and a sexual offender evaluation will be completed.
—Information from court documents.

- approved the appointment
of Judy Overhey to the
Calloway County Extension Special to the Ledger
to
till
Council
Office
New
Residents of the
Councilman Joe Guerin's unex- Concord zip code area are planpired term. The court also ning a follow-up community
approved Elkin's appointment meeting to discuss and enter the
of Dr. Jim Rudolph to till Jim
planning phase of constructing a
Stahler's unexpired temi on the much needed fire station in the
council.
southeast area of Calloway
— approved a resolution County.
honoring Calloway County
This station, to directly
High School's Lady Lakefs impact the Valentine Road.
basketball team for winning the Crawfords
Landing.
and
Region I title and going on to Cypress areas, will also be of
compete in state competition in financial and social benefit to
Bowling Green.
everyone in the 42076 zip code.
Elkins, who attended the
game, said he was impressed
with the level of support the
team received from students.
boosters and the Murray'
Calloway County community.

•Manslaughter ...
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An identity theft case was opened after a Megan pnve caller
reported an incident at 3:37 p.m. Monday.
'
Murray police Department
• A theft from a vehicle at 1407 Main St. Apt. 7 was reported at
11 59 a m Monday
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owns another house there,
echoed Rasinen's comments
about the university affecting
that residential area. He also
said the rezoning would help
people like him better develop
the rental base there.
Later Michael Busby, who
lives at 1660 College Terrace,
said the rental housing isn't
driving up the value. Rather, he
said, Murray State's presence is
affecting the neighborhood.
"As Murray State grows.
those properties become more
attractive to people who want to

develop." he said.
Although in support of the
re/lining proposal. Richard
Hoffman asked the commission
to keep parking in mind in what
is becoming a crowded area.
"I think this is going to happen. so we might as well have it
happen under control. The way
Farmer is now is not really in
control." said Hoffman. who
lives at 1636 Farmer. "I would

Murray

hope you'd give some thought
to controlled parking. As it is
now, ibis random. If there were
an emergency, police and fire
may not be able to get down
there."
Since buying her home at
1622 Miller nearly five years
ago, Marsha Dorgan said she's
often called Murray Police
Department about excessive
drinking, drug use and trash in
the neighborhood. She also said
some fail to mow their yards
and often speed down the street.
"Why would I want to ruin
my property value anymore?"
Dorgan said to the commissioners while speaking against the
proposal. "... Why not think of
the people who live there now?
I have neighbors who want to
sell because they don't want
their neighborhood to go down.
but they don't want to stand up
and fight for it."
Janice Hicks, who lives at
1661 College Terrace, expressed
concerns about the lack of
enforcement of the current zoning ordinance. Her property
backs up to the north side of the
proposed rezoning. and not all
those nearby rental residences
are filled with college students,
she said, calling them "undesirables."It just goes on and on. You
aren't going to attract just college students to these places that
are falling in," she said. "... I
am concerned that zoning ordinances are passed and then
I—'
.
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State S.C. will review Carneal case
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky
Supreme Court will review a ruling in the
case of a man who, as a high school freshman. opened fire on a group of students in
western Kentucky, killing three and injuring
five others, a newspaper reported today.
Michael Carneal sought a new competency hearing, saying he suffered from schizophrenia and was incompetent to plead guilty
in the case in 1998. Defense attorneys have
said that new facts surfaced that show
Carneal was more mentally ill at the time of
his trial than anyone suspected.
Last year, a three-judge panel of the
Court of Appeals sent the case back to
McCracken County Circuit Court to decide
whether Carneal should be granted a hearing
to detennine whether he was competent to
enter the plea. The ruling said if Cameal is
determined to have been incompetent at the
time, he should be allowed to enter another
plea or go to trial.
Carneal is serving a life sentence without
the possibility of parole for 25 years.
Public advocate Tim Arnold, who represented Carneal in the appeal, told The
Paducah Sun in its copyright story that the
agreement by the Supreme Court to review

the case indicates there may be an issue of
statewide importance that needs to be decided, not that the justices might think a mistake was made.
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Tim
Kaltenbach told the newspaper he was
encouraged by the Supreme Court's decision. "But at this point there's nothing to
read into the decision to review," he said.
"We'll just have to see what happens."
Five psychologists examined Carneal
before his 1998 guilty plea and determined
that he was competent and understood the
consequences of his guilty plea, the newspaper reported, according to court records.
Three of the psychologists were hired by
Carneal's attorneys.
Carneal was 14 when he went into Heath
High School in McCracken County on Dec.
I, 1997, and shot the eight students who
were gathered for an informal prayer service.
Carneal entered an Alford plea in the
case, in which he didn't admit guilt but
acknowledged that prosecutors had enough
evidence to convict him.
The Supreme Court is expected to take
about a year issuing a ruling. If the appeals

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — Four students were taken to local
hospitals to be examined after a car collided with a Jefferson
County school bus Wednesday morning, school officials said.
The students were complaining of minor back and neck pain
after the 7 a.m. EST accident, said Lauren Roberts, a spokeswoman
for the school district.
The students were from Crosby Middle School and Eastern High ,
School.

Elephant gives birth at Louisville zoo

Michael Cameal
court ruling is upheld, McCracken County
Circuit Court would decide whether a new
competency hearing should be held.

Bunning says state pension
proposal adds too much debt
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -A plan endorsed by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher and the state Senate to
overhaul Kentucky's pension
system would overburden the
state's financial future. U.S.
Sen. Jim Bunning said Tuesday.
Bunning, Kentucky's junior
senator and a Republican. criticized a plan pending in the
General Assembly that calls for
the state to sell about $8(() million in pension bonds to give its
financially troubled public
retirement systems a cash infuSen. Jim Bunning
sion.
R-Ky.
"That won't work,- Bunning
said of the : plan. "There's no bonds. but not changes to
way to pay the bonds off out of employee benefits.
House
Speaker
Jody
future income of the state."
Democrats and epityllikant, Richard§, D-Bowling Green,
in the GOP-led state Senate 'NNW ifit trtti:14sfil's long-term
approved the measure, aimed at effects on state employees were
boosting the system. which han- still uncertain, and there was not
dles retirement benefits for state enough time during this session
and county public employees to resolve those issues.
"You need to know where
and police and firefighters
across Kentucky. The plan also you're going to land before you
seeks to put money into the jump,- said Richards, who is
retirement system for public running for governor.
The "most prudent" thing for
school teachers.
Under the proposal. future lawmakers to do this year is to
employees would no longer "stop the bleeding- by selling
receive the traditional pensions the pension bonds. Richards
enjoyed by current employees said. Still, he acknowledged that
and retirees. Instead, they would could affect the amount of bondhave benefits more similar to ing lawmakers are able to
private sector retirement offer- authorize when crafting the
ings.
It is pending in the
Democratic-controlled Housc
which agrees with selling the

Gov. Ernie Fletcher
R-Ky.
budget again next year.
"There would still be some
capacity left, but we would be
going toward the ceiling,"
Richards said.
Fletcher, who has said he
supports the plan, has threatened

Headli

KenttickvinBrief
Four students hurt in school bus
crash this morning

to call the legislature into a special session to deal with pensions and possibly other issues.
The legislature, which has
only two working days left during this session, adjourned last
week and is not scheduled to
reconvene until Monday.
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, has
said the state stands to lose
about $200 million this year if
no changes are made. Within 15
years, the state could face annual pension payments of about $2
billion — a prospect that jeopardizes other government spending, Williams has said.
Williams said he spoke ,With
a member of Bunning's staff on
Tuesday and did not believe the
senator fully understood the
issue.
Bunning spokesman Mike
Reynard could not immediately
comment.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — An African elephant at the '
Louisville Zoo has given birth to a healthy calf.
The mother, 2I-year-old Mikki, gave birth Sunday after a 22- "
month gestation period. The male calf weighed 285 pounds and was
37 inches tall. The calf has not yet been named.
Both were doing well Monday, zoo spokeswoman Kara
Bussabarger said. The stocky calf is strong and can be heard trumpeting from hundreds of feet away, zoo officials said.
"This is a phenomenal event," zoo Director John Walczak said.
"He's a spectacular baby."
The baby is expected to draw crowds, although the public won't-,
get a look until zoo officials are confident the calf's development is
problem-free. They declined to speculate on when that might be, but:
said the calf, who should gain about two pounds a day, will be mon-"'
itored around-the-clock initially.
Mikki was impregnated through artificial insemination in 'June ,
2005 with the help of Dr. Dennis Schmitt, an expert in elephant
reproductive physiology and veterinary management.

Study: State should boost science
FRANKFORT, Ky ( AP) — For Kentucky to compete in a global, high-tech economy, the state needs to stress more rigorous training in math, science, engineering and technology, according to a- ,
new education report.
A task force created by the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary
Education released its final report Tuesday on improving the state's •
performance in math, science, technology and engineering.
Kentucky should "create incentives and a supportive environment"
in those subject areas for educators, schools and students, the report
found.
The 110-member task force niade a total of eight recommendations in its report, and is expected to continue meeting to create an .
implementation plan by September.
Among other things. Kentucky should build awareness about the
importance the subjects can have on the state's economy: increase
the rigors of teachers' professional development in those areas; and
encourage people with degrees in those areas to enter teaching.
It also found that Kentucky should find ways to "revolutionize" ;
the way the subject areas are "taught. learned and assessed.-

Dancina Tor
Cure
Please join usfor an evening of dance Ballroom, Back to the Sixties and Country Dancing

Saturday, March 31, 2007
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
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We Can Help!
ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY 420ri • 270-753-7665

Woodmen of the World Budding
330 C.C. Lowery Dr.. Murray, Kentucky
Admission
$5 Child ( IS and under)
$10 Adult
$15 Couple
$20 Family
Refreshments will he served
Attire: Dressy - Serm-formal
For more information contact
Cynthia Hart (270)293-1510 • Jane Field (270)489-2972
Sponsored by Kirksey United Methodist(lurch Relay for Life Team

Correction
Due to a reporter's error, the
identification of a group ot
girls watching a softball competition at Murray High School
stadium in Monday's newspaper were misidentified. Mos(
of the group were fans of thc
Hickman County Lady Falcons
and not Lone Oak High
School's Lady Flash team.
The Murray Ledger A
limes strives to ensure accu
rate and fair reporting; howe(
er mistakes occasionally occur
It is the Ledger's policy to correct errors. To report a news
mistake or error, please call
753-1916.

CORNERSTO
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At MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to

building

better health care. But our commitment is not limited to our new hospital expansion

it

our people. We would like to introduce Dell Wells, MURRAY
CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL'S next CORNERSTONE OF CARE
is found every day in

recipient. She is a Certified Nursing Assistant at Spring Creek Health Care, enloys

Town Crier

cooking for her family and the residents, and has been providing laughter and happiness

• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. today. The agenda includes a public hearing
to review a conditional use
permit to allow Stuart and
Gloria Shull to reside on their
business premises.
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at city hall. The
agenda includes the second
reading of the zoning amendment to allow residential
planned development projects; a recommendation from
Planning
the
Murray
Commission to authorize the
city attorney to draft an ordinance to annex 16 acres at
1641 Wiswell Road; and a
resolution regarding a grant
application for the Doran
Road sidewalk project.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

to the residents at Spring Creek for over 31 years.

"At Spring Creek we have a good time together and laugh a lot with our residents. Taking the
rinse to listen and laugh with our residents is what has made myjob so enjoyable."
Dell Wells. CNA
Spring Creek Health Care
JO find out more about our Cornerstones ofCare,
and our expansion progress visit www.m urrayhospitaLnrg
•••.../`• own/missIgaftemor
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spring break
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. and Armin+
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of a week w hen the
hedule of classes.
t e hour
ortimitice
ire and 1.
activ 1,re temporarily suspended
Fhis is
not to say
that work
is

teenage children enjoy only
a mini-break, attending
school on Monday and
'Tuesday, with Wednesday.
Thursday, and Friday off
Caminie it has track
practice even on her days
away from class, and Wesley is headed today to
Washington, 1)( on a band
trip w here he and other students and teachers '. ill isit
the Holm—oust Niuseum, the
Smithsonian. and all the
memorials
al w ay. look torward to
spring bleak w MI giddy
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America's clear, present danger
As presidential candidates
try to stake out an electable
pOS111011 Olt the War in Iraq.
AIM:Male, are
Wondering

Is

Instilled
It

III

reality, or is

it lust politics
Can anyone ludgment he
trusted during an ele,:tIoll
irt
rneasklre
he found in the dual
realth that us Vcashington
W hat \ ou see on 15 isn t
net essan is w hat yi.tj eel
aN a% I rrti the t.:11I11:1-.1% ( ill
Sortie

!nay

the

sig. honest

dIld all' war on
!crew tone
lemur hacc a
Mid content than one might
pect hased oon the gibber
mg it talking heads Even
pundits are sometimes 01
(fit crew mind oof -camera
than on 'There's no underestimating the power of peer
pressure in the green room.
Serious people, in tact
are increasingly concerned
Mat our media-driven political environment makes honest debate impossible. Iraq
has become a case in point.
Is bringing home the
troops in our national sel:U41t',1 interest. Of Is II IrlICTel.
ltnIltOrldble and
expedient'
Behind closed doors.
more-honest deflates are tak•
mg plat e .11110I1g Republicans
and Dem(tt rats, led in part
hy members of the recently
iesuitected Committee on the
Present Danger
Its tom Clam ?, ish title is
not hat remoced from its
purpose. which is to strategi
tally light the bad guys
through education and acicocac rather than espionage
Members include such Lund Ah.,111

From the
Post

tar names
as Sens.
land honorary cochairs Jon
Ky I. RAnt.. and
Joseph
Lieberman.
I-Conn..
.ind the co
chairs. tor
tiler CIA
Director
I antes

By Kathleen
Parker
VS oolsey
Washington
Post Columnist and former
Sec retail y oil
State George I' Shull,.
Anis mg internatioonal members
AFC it
Marla 11/11.11, torniei
prime minister of Spain. and
\ el former presi
dent of the ('tech Republic
For more int ormatio on. goo too
fightingterror org
Originally formed in the
1950s as a bipartisan education and advocacy group too
deal with Sov let expansionism, the committee was rem
gainied early thus year to
address the global threat oil
'Islamist totalitarianism'.
the committee's ties'. IlaIlle
till- our elleIlly

Part of the o..onninttee s
tontern has been the Bush
administration's failure both
to adequately communicate
nil 1111 \SIMI and ro properic
name the enemy Our war is
not against "terror.- hut
against a specific enemy
\ irulent. religion-based ideology
Not all of Islam. we
always hasten to add, hut
Islam as distorted and
hijacked by radical.
Although most sit the

committee s ettorts will he
focused on educating Congress. a broader goal is to
break through the politically
correct sensitivity about religion that prevents us from
conlronting the real enemy.
Lawrence Haas, vice president of policy for the committee, explains that W e need
to enhance recognition of
this danger arrnmg menthers
it both parties. "But 114Nt
intl 101C1110.1, we need to
Blake it acceptable and then
respectable particularly tor
Democrats to talk about this
problem
As Haas put it: "We need
to make Lieberman less
lonely And we need to
wand the circle of Scoop
lat kson Democrats.Haas. vo ho serv ed as
Line,tor oil communications
for Vice President Al Gore
and then tor the Clinton
(Mice 'it Slanagement and
Budget. is one of those
Democrats mugged by reality on WI I. Now a visiting
senior tel low at Georgetown
ersity 's Government
At fairs Institute, Haas says
Americans are in dental
about the present danger and
that Congress is complicit in
that denial.
Simply put. the present
olanger iv a World% tde threat
iron' radical Islamist terrorism that has a strong state
sponsorship component. all
1)% ert and covert military
ompt,nent. and an "insidious peacet ul componentthat is now present in the
l.nited States.
That is to say. peacefully
and w dhow much notice.

Islamists are trying to use
our laws of tolerance against
us to carve out exceptions !!‘;.':\
for themselves. The radical
Islamist faction that has
infiltrated and intimidated
Europe has found a home in
our polite denial.
The question is: Do we
wait until, say, a documentary. filmmaker critical of
Islam is stabbed to death in
the street — as happened to
Dutch filmmaker Theo van
Gogh?
Or do we risk hurt feelings and start talking honestly now'?
Haas and other committee
members are betting on the
"now." Toward that end -and behind closed doors -Bernard Lewis, Princeton
University historian of Islam
and the Middle East, recently addressed a few dozen
senators, House members
and staff.
The hope is that as congressional leaders begin to
feel less isolated, they'll
become more comfortable
being honest on-camera.
Critical to those discussions
is recognition that leaving
Iraq is not an option.
"Whatever you thought
before the war, it is now
linked to the present danger.- says Haas. "We simply
cannot walk away. We have
to keep our eye on the
And, preferably, keep the
hall out of our enemies'
court.
Kathleen Parket
at kparkerOt kparkercom.
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the Editor.
It is with great pride
and admiration tor Kentucky's agriculture industry
that I proclaim March 1824 National Agriculture
Week in Kentucky.
Kentucky agriculture has
come a long way in a !cu.
years Faced with the
imminent decline of the
tobacco industry. Kentucky's agriculture leaders
launched a hold Inman \ e
to disersrty the slates
agriculture industry
This effort already is
producing results Cash
receipts tor farm products
are expected to reach a
record S4 3 billion this
year. And that's just the
beginning of agriculture's
impact on Kentucky's econ
tom!,
Farming is the foundation of a food sector that
accounts for up to AO percent of the commonwealth's
economic actt'.th
We are not resting on
our laurels A strategic
planning initialise has been
launched to anticipate the
continuing changes that

Kentucky agriculture
ill
encounter in the years to
come and chart a course
that will giv e slur farmers
the hest chance to make .t
prof it w hole of tering con
sumers the iresh,
tv produt ts they demand
and deserv
The 1 tit ure of Kentucky
agrit tilt ure matters to yOU,
\ en if you don't farm or
work in a related industry
Agric ulture produces the
hood and fiber we all
depend on
The average American
farmer feeds 144 people
That farmer makes it possr
ble for us to enjoy the .
highest quality, most abundant and most affordable
food supply in the world
This is being achieved with
fewer and fewer people
It's easy for people out
side of agriculture to take
tor granted the hard-working people behind the
abundant American
lifestyle
Kentucky agriculture has
a proud heritage and a
bright future I am privileged and humbled to be a

part (il it Please pun 111C
in honoring all the men
and women w ho make
Kentucky agriculture posvihle on National Agriculture

Week, March 18-24.
Sincerely.
Richie Fume.;
Agriculture Commissioner

LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.corn.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or leejble.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors. businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Annie Lee Lassiter

:OM

Mrs. Annie Lee Lassiter, 95, Murray, died Tuesday, March 20.
2007, at 9:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

James R. Adams
James R. Adams,76, Farmington, died Tuesday, March 20, 2007,
at 1:15 a.m. at Mills Manor Healthcare Center, Mayfield.
A Korean War Air Force veteran, he was a former employee of
Creason Supply and Stone's Drug Store. He was a
member of Primitive Baptist Church and a former
Master Mason of Farmington Lodge 0 382 of Free
and Accepted Masons.
He was the son of the late Harley C. Adams and
Trudie May Doron Adams. One brother, Jesse Lee Adams, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Whitt Adams; two sons,
James Keith Adams and wife, Sherry, Paducah, and Kenneth Ray
Adams and wife, Sheila, Murray; one daughter Mrs. Anetta F.
Kendall and husband, Michael, Mayfield; one brother, Hoyt Fray
Adams, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Rebecca Jean Murdock, Lynn
Grove, and Mrs. Evelyn M. Smoot, Mayfield; seven grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Elder Waymond Chappell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Scott Adams, Brian Adams, Brannon Adams,
Adam Kendall, Jamie Kendall, Brent Adams and Chris Phillips.
Burial will follow in the Farmington Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
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Democrats rally prominent
party members to support
setting Iraq war deadline
WASHINGTON (AP)- Up
to a dozen Democrats might
resist setting a deadline to end
the war in Iraq, prompting
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to
rally prominent party members
to help widen the margin for a
nail-biting vote.
Former Rep. Lee Hamilton,
who co-chaired the Iraq Study
Group, the bipartisan commission on the conduct of the Iraq
war, is expected to extend his
support for the measure before
the House votes on Thursday.
Former Florida Sen. Bob
Graham and President Carter's
adviser,
security
national
Zbigniew Brzezinski, backed
Pelosi's proposal on Tuesday.
The bill "will clarify the U.S.
role in Iraq and generate perfortnance by the Iraqis that in all
likelihood would otherwise be
postponed," Graham wrote in a
letter to Pelosi, D-Calif. "In
doing so, the bill provides what
is currently missing, a plan to
redeploy our troops from a situation that cannot be improved by
their continued presence."
The $124 billion bill includes
more than $95.5 billion for operations in Iraq and Afghanistan,
but it would demand that troops
come home before fall 2008 and
possibly earlier if the Iraqi government does not meet certain
benchmarks.
The Senate is expected to
consider a $121 billion emergency spending bill Thursday.
Majority Leader Harry Reid said
he expects the bill to include a
provision comparable to a resolution considered last week.
That resolution, rejected by a
48-50 vote, would have called
for troops to leave Iraq by
March 2008.
Sen. Thad Cochran. the top
the
on
Republican
Appropriations Committee, said
in a phone interview Tuesday he
is strongly opposed to any measure that would micromanage the
war and said he takes seriously
the president's threat to veto
such a bill.
But Cochran said he expects
the spending measure to cover
some serious needs, including
disaster relief assistance in
many states. Cochran's home
state of Mississippi has relied
heavily on supplemental spending since being devastated by
hurricanes in 2005.
Senate Democrats are expected to circulate a bill today that
include much of the additional
spending advocated in the
House bill, including some S1.3
billion for defense health and
$.7 billion for veterans progtams not requested by the president, as well as extra money for
hurricane relief.
: "It's too early for me to
decide" how to vote, said
Cochran, who said he had not
complete
the
reviewed
Democratic proposal.

Pelosi's intense lobbying
reflects the high stakes for a new
speaker trying to prove that she
can govern.
With Democrats holding 233
seats and Republicans with 201.
Democrats can afford only 15
"no" votes and still be assured of
passing the legislation.
Members of the speaker's
leadership team said they cannot
guarantee that they have the
votes to pass the bill and hoped
they would not have to delay it.
"I'll say we are closer to the
218 today than we were yesterday, and we'll be closer to it
tomorrow than we are today,"
House Majority Whip James
Clyburn, D-S.C., said Tuesday
after emerging from a caucus
meeting.
Democratic leaders hopes the
endorsements will buoy support
for a bill that some moderates
say goes too far and liberals say
does not go far enough.
Pelosi received her first big
political boost on Monday when
the grass-roots anti-war group
Move0n.org extended its support.
The momentum continued
Tuesday in a private meeting of
party members where Rep. Jan
Schakowsky, D-111.. announced
she wouldn't stand in the way.
Strongly against the war and initially expected to vote against
the bill because it wouldn't end
war
immediately.
the
Schakowsky said she planned to
send a letter to her liberal colleagues urging them to drop
their opposition.
The legislation "moves our
position forward by focusing not on if we will get out of Iraq
- but when we will get out of
Iraq." she said.
Debate was expected to conwhen
Wednesday.
tinue
Brzezinski was scheduled to
address members in a special
caucus meeting.
Anti-war liberals, including
California Reps. Barbara Lee,
Lynn Woolsey. Maxine Waters
and Ohio Rep. Dennis Kucinich,
have said they will oppose the
legislation because it would not
end the war immediately.
"It's difficult to oppose
Nancy Pelosi," Rep. Pete Stark,
D-Calif., told constituents at a
town meeting last weekend.
"She's a great leader and working wonders to get this passed,
but some things I can't vote for."
Leaders also cannot count on
a favorably vote by Rep. Paul
Kaniortki. D-Pa., who widerwent heart surgery this week and
will not be present for the vote.
Still, other members say they
are undecided.
"I don't want to see this war
go another day." said Rep. Jim
McGovern, D-Mass.. who wants
to end the war immediately.
"For me, this is a decision I've
got to make on my own."
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House to subpoena White House
officials in fired prosecutors probe
WASHINGTON (AP) Refusing to budge in a fight with
the White House, Democrats in
the House and Senate are insisting that President Bush's top
aides describe their roles in the
firings of eight federal prosecutors on the record and under
oath.
A House committee was to
vote this morning to authorize
subpoenas for political director
Karl Rove and other administration officials despite Bush's declaration a day earlier that
Democrats must accept his offer
to allow the officials to talk privately to the House and Senate
Judiciary Committees, but not
under oath and not on the
record.
Would he fight Democrats in
court to protect his aides against
congressional subpoenas?
-Absolutely," Bush declared
Tuesday in televised remarks
from the White House.
Democrats promptly rejected
the offer and announced that
they would start authorizing
subpoenas within 24 hours.
-Testimony should be'on the
record and under oath. That's
the formula for true accountallility," said Sen. Patrick Leahy, DVt., chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
The two sides appeared on a
collision course, with no sign of
last-minute attempts at compromise.
"Our reasonable offer that
Mr. Fielding presented to
Congress yesterday is our reasonable offer and nothing has
changed during the 12 hours
since Mr. Fielding spoke to the
Congress," White House deputy
press secretary Dana Perino said
Wednesday. "If they are truly
serious about wanting to obtain
the facts, they have right in front
of them the opportunity to do
that."
Bush said he worried that
allowing testimony under oath
would set a precedent on the
separation of powers that would
harm the presidency as an institution.
If neither side blinks, the dispute could end in court - ultimately the Supreme Court- in
a politically messy development
that would prolong what Bush
called the "public spectacle" of
the Justice Department's firings,
and public Washings, of the eight
U.S. attorneys.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., the
Senate panel's former chairman,
appealed for pragmatism.
"It is more important to get
the information promptly than to
have months or years of litigation," Specter said.
Bush, in a late-afternoon
statement at the White House,
decried any attempts by
Democrats to engage in "a partisan fishing expedition aimed at
honorable public servants."
"It will be regrettable if they

AP

President Bush speaks in the Diplomatic Reception Room of the White House in Washington
Tuesday.
to
In his remarks Tuesday. Bush as virtually unprecedented and a
choose
emphasized that he appoints reasonable way for Congress to
head down
federal prosecutors and it is nat- get all the information it needs
the partisan
ural to consider replacing them. about the matter.
road of issu"If the Democrats truly do
While saying he disapproved of
ing subpoethe decisions were want to move forward and find
how
and
nas
explained to C'ongress, he insist- the right information, they ought
demanding
ed "there is no indication that to accept what I proposed,"
show trials
anybody did anything improp- Bush said. "If scoring political
when I hase
points is the desire, then the
cr."
to
agreed
Rove
Nonetheless, the Senate on rejection of this reasonable prokey
make
Tuesday voted 94-2 to strip posal will really be evident for
White
House officials and documents Gonzales of his authority to fill the American people to see."
Sen. Chuck Schumer, DU.S. attorney vacancies without
available," the president said.
Bush defended Attorney Senate confirmation. Democrats N.Y., who is leading the Senate
General Alberto Gonzales contend the Justice Department probe into the firings, dismissed
against demands from congres- and White House purged the the White House offer.
"It's son of giving us the
sional Democrats and a handful eight federal prosecutors, some
of Republicans that Gonzales of whom were leading political opportunity to talk to them, but
resign over his handling of the corruption investigations, after a not giving us the opportunity to
U.S. attorneys' firings over the change in the USA Patriot Act get to the bottom of what really
gave Gonzales the new authori- happened here,- St:hunter said.
past year.
In his statement Tuesday.
"He's got support with me," ty.
"What happened in this case Bush said: "I also want to say
Bush said. "I support the attorsends a signal really through something to the U.S. attorneys
ney general."
Democrats say the prosecu- intimidation by purge: 'Don't who have resigned. I appreciate
tors' dismissals were politically quarrel with us any longer." your service to the country. And
motivated. Gonzales initially said Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse. while I strongly support the
attorney.. general's decision, and
had asserted the firings were D-R.1.. a former U.S. attorney.
The White House had sig- iins confident he acted appropriperformance-related, not based
naled last week that it would not ately. I regret that these resignaon political considerations.
But e-mails released earlier oppose the legislation if it also lions turned into such a public
this month between the Justice passed the House and reached spectacle." The president did not
refer to any of the prosecutors
Department and the White Bush's desk,
Bush said his White House by name or elaborate further.
House contradicted that asserIn an op-ed in today's edition and led to a public apology counsel. Fred Fielding, told lawfrom Gonzales over the han- makers Tuesday that they could tions of The New York Times.
interview Rove. Miers, deputy one of the eight. Da% id Iglesias
dling of the matter.
The e-mails showed that White House counsel William of New Mexico. responded to
Rove, as early as Jan. 6, 2005, Kelley and J. Scott Jennings, a the president: "1 appreciate his
questioned whether the U.S. deputy to political director Sara gratitude for my serx ice - this
attorneys should all be replaced Taylor- who in turn works for marks the tirst,time I have been
thanked. But only a written
at the start of Bush's second Rove.
Any such discussions would retraction by the Justice
term, and to some degree
worked with former White occur on the president's terms. Department setting the record
House Counsel Harriet Miers Fielding said, in private, "with- straight regarding my performand former Gonzales chief of out the need for an oath" and ance would settle the issue for
staff Kyle Sampson to get some without a transcript.
The president cast the offer
prosecutors dismissed.

Consumer Reports issues statement on car seat error
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.(AP)
by
Consultants
hired
Consumer Reports to investigate
how it botched a story about
infant car seats concluded
Tuesday that a major misunderstanding between the magazine
and the lab that conducted the
test resulted in the error.
The findings of the test _ that
most seats "failed disastrously"
_ were withdrawn two weeks
after their Jan. 4 publication
when the magazine learned its
side-impact tests had simulated
speeds twice as fast as it reported. The error prompted criticism
the
manufacturers
from
involved and confusion among
readers, especially parents of
young children.
The results of the magazine's
investigation were released
Tuesday and will be published

in the May issue, among reports
on Teflon and lawn-care products. The issue also includes a
pledge from Jim Guest, president of parent company
Consumers Union, that in the
future he will have to sign off on
"any report that calls a product
Not Acceptable or raises questions about an entire group of
products."
According to the report.
Consumer Reports wanted to
test the effect of a 38 mph side
impact on children in car seats.
The magazine chose that speed
because that is how cars themselves are tested by federal regulators. When such a crash
occurs, much of the momentum
of the striking car is absorbed by
the struck car and the struck car
moves away at about half the
impact speed. But the lab tested
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the car seats as if they moved off
at 38 mph. which would have
been the result of a much more
violent crash, the probe concluded.Consumer Reports then pre-

sented the findings as the results
of a 38 mph impact and said
only two of 12 seats tested were
worth buying.

44rt STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ......12279.4 .8.7
7433'030
Air Products
AT&T. Inc__...................37.94 + 0.03
41.17 - 0.17
BB&T
MI.76 + 0.90
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 27.17 + 0.12
66.22 + 0.36
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 70.47 + 0.42
76.47 + 0.80
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods........................4630 - o 15
72.43+ 0.43
Exxon-Mobil
7.87 - 0.01
Ford Motor
64.91 + 0.14
General Electric
29.30 - 0.05
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR .....55,57 .0.05
61.20 + 0.40
Goodrich
29.79•0.17
Goodyear ...__
16.028 16.11 A
HopFed Bank*
94.28 - 0.22
IBM

prices

as of 9 a.m

Intel _................__-____18.97 - 0.02
27.89 0.06
Kroger..
.2&10 0.05
Mattel 44.11 '0.20
McDonalds
43.76 + 0.13
Merck
27,63 - 0.20
Microsoft
79.91 +0.11
J.U. Penney
63.40- 0.00
Pepsico, Inc
25.43.0.11
Pfizer, Inc.
15.18 0.20
Regions Financial
23.80 + 0.05
Schering-Plough
Sears Holding Corp.._....175.41 .0311
• 0.27
Time Warner .........
15.54 - 0.04
I S Bancorp
57.68 • 0.20
1 S1
-039
NellPoint Me
47.15.0,15
Nal-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (l-R)
Ron Arant 1 Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray. KY 42071
170 753 3366 1 800 444 1854
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By D.K. Kelley

Photo provided
2ND ANNUAL TRIVIA NIGHT PLANNING UNDERWAY: The Murray Main Street's "Trivia
Night" fundraiser was a big success last year. Board members and volunteers continue to
receive enthusiastic comments as they plan the 2nd annual event to be held in Murray State
University's Curris Center Ballroom on May 12. Pictured from left at a publicity committee
meeting are Megan Tubbs. MSU student intern, Martha Ails, president; and Deana Wright.
manager_ For information or to make table reservations call 759-9474.
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Mu,
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News

The Family Resource and Youth Service Centers of Murray and Calloway County will host their 60th Make a Difference
Day on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
in the parking lot of Murray State Unidium.
items
lita
ng
artycS
vers
RietgyulSatrewrec
to be collected
include eye glasses for Lions Club; used
oil for Taylor Bus; ink jet cartridges for
Big Brothers Big Sisters; aluminum cans
for WATCH; clothes for J.U. Kevil; cell
lo's
phones for CASA (Court Appointed SpeDatebook
Advocates). This month up to 51 pounds
cial
By Jo Burkeen
of paper will be shredded by Purchase
Community
Records Destruction; have a special collecEditor
tion for household and decorative items to
go to Angel's Attic; will recycle household batteries and all
types except automobile batteries. Since March is Red Cross
Month, volunteers will collect all kinds of good Usable linens.
towels, etc., to be used by the Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross.
Money collected from recycled cardboard and paper is
used to help the children at both school systems.
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Walk-A-Thon at CCHS on Friday
Calloway County High School will have a Walk-A-Thon on
Friday at 2:30 p.m at the high school track to raise money
tor he American Red Cross. along with providing an opportunity tor a healthy physical activity. All students who bring in
a donation Of any amount will be allowed to participate. The
school encourages at least SI donation, but any amount will
he accepted for those students who ride a bus, this activity
ill last until ; p.m. But those who do not fide a bus are
asked t„ ,t,,‘111011;
in. Faculty and staff are also being
asked to partic ipate in this 4..ncleavor. In case of severe weather, the A‘alk-A-Thon will he held inside the school. All students are asked to turn tri their donation to their 4th block
teacher. Parents are also %telt:on-le to join in and make a donation.

Stude
Parke
David
Hanel

(;lory Bound will be Friday
Entertainment
(nor,
Ministry will he Fri
1the ellouship hall of Goshen Unitto 9 p
day trom
ed Methodist Church. 4726 Ky 121 North at Stella. Featured
rioups '.tnll be The Alorelicads. Roxane Kaler and Barbara
Roach. There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line
will he accepted Vol more information call Joe Lawrence at
7s3-5641. Renee lay lor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-

Fish fry at St. Leo church
tish diiiniei is serYed troll 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. each Friday during Lent at St. Leo Catholic Church. 401 North 12th
St.. Murray -I he public is urged to attend this fund-raising
event.
Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murra) Simnel. sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shone Club lacility. K. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support 111.1115 10:al and shrine charitable actiYities.
Reformers Unanimous to meet
Retormers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
rtie4.1. each Friday nom
to 9 pin. at Eastwood Baptist
Church 1.4,1 intounati,in or 11 41 ,1 ride call 753-1834.
NVrestling Booster Club to meet
Cailouay County Wrestling Booster Club will meet at the
alternatiye school media room Thursday at 6 p.m. All parents
01 iestlers ale titged to attend.
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Youth Center offering special course
Nlant Street Youth Center is now offering "Financial Peace
1111 the Next Generation" each Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m. This
I'. a !math:tat .lass that is used in schools across the United
States tot ages 12-18 years. It is offered free of charge to all
community youth. For more information call 753-TEEN or
711;-K ;29. Registration is not required. hut is helpful.
ECA holding registration
kastycood Christian .Niadem‘ is currently holding registration tor the 2007-08 school term for four and five-year-old
kindergarten classes as well as grades one through 12. Students who register below March 31 will receive a discount
Persons may call the academy office at 753-7744 to scheduk
an mien..ieu and to tour the hie:duties. The academy is local
cd
2191 ky
East. Murray. and office hours are 7:3t,
p iii
Buchanan reading is today
Buchanan, local author, will hate a signing/reading/di,
cussion 411 his two new books today from 3 to 5 p.m. at thc
('allow is County Public library The public is invited.
Art Guild show at Miller Annex
Murray
Art Guild's annual tuned competition will remain
open through Saturdiis between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p
at the Robert (I Miller annex at 201 South Fourth St.. just
4,0 the courisquare. (her 50 works of art are displayed in
painting. drawing. sculpture. photography. fiber arts and jewelry Gomps are %etc( bine and at ter hour tours can be arranged
by calling the Guild at Tit-4059 or e-mail murrayartguildOmur
ray -ky net
Beauty pageant on Saturday
"Little MISS and Mister later Day.
' beauty pageant will he
Saturday at 11 ain at the Chambers Memorial Gym. Benton
The pageant is open to girls ages 10 through 13 years and
boSs 0 to 35 months. Jor information or entry form. contact
Kelly Jones :it 1-270-527-9624. Ken) Cothran at 1-270-5279370 or Shelley Brian .0 1-27u-1u5414.1
Mirth 23rd At $ P.M.• Illervey 1 Calloway Co. Appriniation Night
Tirk•ts For Pump Boys 8, Dinettes
Only S10.00 Each With
Murray or Cellimay County I.D.
'IS

rr

'A Mx* n Rua country It &hues
Musical Revue ceset7cuffng hje arra
kwr hit,entail Southern town
MI% show hos helots perk),med all user
the //Don'ts' rnflud4of/ Ifiroadowas sod a
multi-sear fon In Re AO... M.1

Call Today: 1-888-362-4223
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MES students earn tiger tags
Murray Elementary students earn tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for
Success. After a student earns ten tiger tags they are awarded a gold tag during our Tiger Cub
News broadcast.
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Peebles honored as MHS Rotary
Club Student of the Month

Amanda Peebles, was selected as the Rotary March Student of the Month for Murray
High School. Selected by faculty members, Peebles was
recently recognized for this
honor during a Rotary. meeting.
An MHS senior who was
recently selected by her classmates as "most dependable senior girl," Peebles hopes to pursue an English/journalism career
while a student at Murray State
University.
As the chips president for
the past three consecutive years,
Peebles is also involved in
State University's
Murray
Bridge program. Implemented last fall, the program allows
students from area high school
to attend MSU during their
senior year. Under the program students enroll in credit
courses that are scheduled on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday; or Tuesday and Thursday.
College Bridge students take
college-level courses with MSU
college students and receive
Photo provided both high school and college
Students pictured who received their gold tags the week March 5 — 8 are, front row, from left, credits for one course per
Parker Nance, Kaleisha Dillard, Joey Datillo and Cyra Perry; middle row, from left, Logan Dick, semester.
Currently enrolled in EngDavid Lu, Makayla Robinson and Tesla Like; back row, from left, Aaron Rogers. William
lish 101 at MSU, Peebles
Haneline, Elira Tomas, J D Cashion and Jeon Quarles.
attends the class three times a
week to obtain college credit.
"I have had the amazing opportunity to be able to take English 101 with MSU English
professor, John Clayton," she
said. "I truly love not only
the atmosphere at Murray State,
but the ability to learn so many
more aspects of writing. This
class has improved my writing style and I am so thankful for the Bridge Program."
A public relations intern for
the Murray Independent School
District, Peebles provides media
releases and assistance with
other public relations initiatives to help the MISD. As a
student in the MHS channel
13 class, Peebles was also able
to assist the class in producing the MISD Night with the
Rotary Telethon as a live production for the first time in
numerous years. Peebles wrote

mation officer, said. "She is
always willing to go the extra
mile and take on innovative
projects with a great positive
attitude."
An MHS student council
member and Key Club International member, Peebles said
the MISD internship has been
very beneficial to her writing
career. "I have had the opportunity to not only write small
press releases, but I have also
been published in our local
paper," she said. "The projects I have worked on through
my internship will carry me very
far in the world of writing and
I am grateful for the knowledge I have obtained through
this experience."
Amanda Peebles
An MHS four-year Tri-Alpha
news segments, operated cam- member, Peebles is a member
eras, conducted interviews and of the First United Methodist
assisted in the audio control Church who serves on the Carroom. "Amanda is an amaz- ing Friends Ministry. She is
ing talented individual," Sher- the daughter of Marc and Belinry Purdom, MISD public infor- da Peebles.
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Saturday, March 31, 2007
7:00 pm • Krider Performing Arts Center
650 Volunteer Dnve, Pans, Tennessee
Tickets: $10.00 in advance / $12.50 at the door
be re.rer, esws,ph* arts corn
For more mlormahon. contact(731)642-W55 rik krt..
Pans locabona MT ticket purchases include lack's lava. The Chamber ot Commerce, Perkrn •!Truro,
City Hall. and Ms-Kentre Banking Company
Think.,, It` OUI sponsor. Mckertor Banking lump), Perkin Drug. <Arks Um.Dr Kr, Compton Pan.surgical
and Hampton Ins
asualh. r. repass
*males. FULL itss Fans Insurance, Bask,:XI'

t
Pro-

ain.
lid pi i

at the
parent,

Tap into the money.

Photo provided
Pictured are students who received gold tags during the week of March 12 — 15. Front row,
from left. Kelly Prentice, Tre Jones, Vincent Farris and Payton Patrick; middle row, from left,
Michael Phelps, Dorian Suarez. Zachary Martin. Wes Howe and Ashtin McKinney; back row.
from left. Robbie Williams and Cam Kelly.

731r-/A':Announcement
Caedmon Daniel Hanes
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Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Hanes
of Kirksey are the parents of
a son. Caedmon Daniel Hanes,
born on Thursday. March I.
2007, at 7:47 a.m. at MurrayCalloway Couuty Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
and 7 ounces and measured 20
1/2 inches. The mother is the
former Kill Carson. A brother

I sira ear-old
2. Stu %count
:hedu lc
locat•„.

Ing/dis
at ilk.

is Jack Edward Hanes IV.
Grandparents are Larry and
Jeanie Carson of Kirksey. Gayle
and Jerry White of Evansville,
Ind., and Ed and Dee Hanes
of Gilher-t‘ lle.
•

Caedmon Daniel Hanes
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E rica Rowlett
& Miles Aubry%
Natalie flay
& Tyler Williams
Sarah Wurgler
& Daniel Walden
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,tephanie McDaniel".
'
& Jonathan Duncan
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K ara Jackson
& ['had Canerdy
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& Jeremy Bolls
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Home Equity Loan
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Mallory Rudolph
!Sr Robert Howard

•

Iera Rica Murdock
Richard Blalock Cl
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Get a U.S. Bank Home Equity Loan today.
• No closing costs
• No points
• No fees
• Low Rates with Five Star Service Guaranteed

•

Sarah Powell
& Peyton Mastera

•

Rebecca Williams
& Clint Stewart

•

Rebecca Sparks
& Brett !-xirrells

•

How many stars does your bank have?

bank

•

11171 Five Star .Service Guaranteed 4
47
,)

While Suppties Last

awn*,
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Monica Sevilla
& Daniel Dukes

2.99
'The Gorden Spot of
Western Kentucky"

•

Lacy I locking
& Kevin (1pp

To As Low As

James Sanders-Nursery

•

Lynn Stanley
& Jamie Walk.,

•

50th Anitiversary
p7.0;_e"

•

Kelly Hale
& Brad Wilson

Prices Are Roiled Back!
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•

Sarah Williams
Drew Wooldridge

•
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Owens and Yates

DeLancey and Parker

Jill Owens arid Darren Yates of Murray announce their
engagement and approaching marriage plan,.
Miss Owens is the daughter of Gaylon and Jan Myers of
Wickliffe. and Loy Owens of Houston. Texas. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Barker of Gatesville, Texas, and the
late Earl (lily Massey. Mrs. Gladys Owens of Houston. Texas.
and the late Rev. Morris Owens.
Mr Yates is the son of Bobby and Diana Yates of Clinton.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Stephens of Arlington and Mr.. Jean Yates ol (•linton and the late Bobby Yates
Sr
I he bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Graves County High
S( hoot and attended Murray State University. and Mid-Continent (Ms Crsih She is employed by Jae Enterprises. Almo.
1 he groom-elect is a 21810 graduate of Hickman County
Hugh School and a 201)4 graduate with a bachelor of science
degree III iig business at Murray State University. He is a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and the owner of the
Keg Restaurant in Murray.
the wedding will he Sunday. April 15. 2007. at 4 p.m. at
the Murr.o. W11Man'S Club house. 704 Vine St.. Murray. A
ret.eption iv ill tollow the ceremony.
All relalt‘cs and friends are invited

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gregory DeLancey of Murray, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jennifer Rebecca DeLancey, to Michael Bryan Parker, son of
Ms. Mindy Parker of Murray.
Miss DeLancey is the granddaughter of Travis Hammack
and the late JoAnn Hammack of Murray and Mrs. Gladys DeLancey
and the late Vincent DeLancey of Columbia, Tenn.
Mr. Parker is the grandson of Mrs. Mayme Bryan and the
late John Bryan and of the late Patricia Rudolph and Billy Joe
Parker, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray High School
and a 2006 graduate of West Kentucky Conununity & Technical College with a degree in nursing. She is employed by
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, in the Transitional Care
Unit.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Murray High School
and a 2001 graduate of Sun Touch Massage Therapy School.
He is employed by Kroger Food.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 28, 2007, at 6:30 p.m.
at University Church of Christ.
All relatives and friends are invited.
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and Paula Mars ii ot Murray announce the engagement and
hi rig marriage sit their daughter. Jessica Renae
Mary in Is! Jesse Cody Edr.i.ards, son 01 Rob and Francis
1 slyy Ards of PaduLali
Miss \Limn is the granddaughter ol Pauline Jones and the
late I alined 1nes and to the late Bill and Billie June Marvin .111 of Murray,
Mr 1 slyy aids is the grandson sit the late Henry Chapman
.111,1 die 1.01: k,urher inc Klf4.7 anti Gene and Anne Edwards, all
1 I'Adth..111
I iii' Ni isIt ct,
.1 2002 graduate sit Calloway County High
s„lis,01 aat
<11ipi,yl.,1 by Maurices at the Kentucky Oaks
liters'' Het! is .1 2ttik, graduate of Murray State Urnyersity arid is employed fly Amer-Kan General Financial Ser%ices
Iht wedding will he Smuttily. !kda 2(i. 2007. at (1'30 p.m
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Angela Straka and Dave Johnson of Port Orange, Fla.,
announce their engagement.
Miss Straka is the daughter of Mr and Mrs. Richard Straka of Port Orange.
Mr. Johnson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Johnson of
Sparta. Ill., and the grandson of Mr, and Mrs. Bernard Starks
of Almo and the late James and Imogene Johnson of Brewers.
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of the University of Central Florida with a bachelor's degree in elementary education.
She is a second grade teacher at South Daytona Elementary
School. Daytona Beach. Fla.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Eastern Illinois University with a bachelor's degree in secondary education. He is
a history teacher at Spruce Creek High School, Port Orange.
The wedding is being planned for the evening of Saturday.
June 16. 2007. at The Shores Resort. Daytona Beach, Ha.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bryan T. Furches

ince

COMMUNITY

Melanie Christine Steiger and Bryan Thurston Furches were
married on Saturday. Jan. 6, 2007 at First Baptist Church, Harteille,
Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Steiger of
Hartsville. Parents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Tripp Furches of Murray, Ky.
The Rev. Darryl Turner officiated. Music was by Robert
Thurman and David Freeman, both of Hartsville.
Charli Steiger, sister of the bride. Hartsville. was maid of
honor.
Bridesmaids were Janna Bell, sister of the groom, Murray:
Sarah Turner and Julie Vantrease, Hartsville; Shari Thomas,
Mill Valley, Calif.; and Ashley Ledsinger, cousin of the bride,
Nashville, Tenn.
Maddie Radinger, cousin of the bride, Hendersonville. Tenn..
..as the flower girl.
Marty Henderson. Somerset. was the best man.
Groomsmen were Jon Bell. brother-in-law of the groom.
.aid Clint Johnson. both of Murray, and Tyler St. Clair, Evans.ille. Ind., both cousins of the groom: Bryan Harris, Nashville:
and Joe Krese. Summerville, W.Va.
Jack Ryan Radinger, cousin of the bride. Hendersonville.
s.as the ringbearer and Davy Keatts, cousin of the bride, Big
Rock. Tenn., was an usher.
The wedding was coordinated by Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
othron. Hartsville. Special college friends assisting with the
aiding were Bonnie Holmes, Pampa, Texas; Amy Morris,
(incinnati, Ohio; Hannah Prather, Villa Rica, Ga.; and Eileen
0Houldin, Woodbridm..0
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall.
Following a wedding trip to Key West, FL, the couple currently resides in Louisville.
The bride attended Volunteer State College in Gallatin. Tenn..
and will continue her education in Louisville. She is currently employed at The Kayfield Academy.
The groom is a 2006 graduate of Vanderbilt University with
degrees in chemistry and religious studies. He is currently
working on his master's degrees at the University of Louisville
and Southern Seminary. He is also employed with Jefferson
Coutit Schools.

Mr. and Mrs. Ragsdale in 2007

Mr. and Mrs. Ragsdale in 1949
Ralph and Maureen Ragsdale of Murray celebrated their 58th wedding anniversary on Saturday. March 10, 2007.
The Ragsdales and friends were honored by their daughter with a limousine
trip to Nashville. Tenn., for dinner and
the Grand Ole ()pry..
The couple was married March 3, 1949,

at Corinth, Miss. Their attendants were
Joe Tar Ragsdale and Laura Alice Ragsdale.
Mrs. Ragsdale. the former Maureen
Rowland, is the daughter of the late
Bernard and Opal Lamb Rowland. Mr.
Ragsdale is the son of the late Gardner
and Stella Hale Ragsdale.

They have one son, Ricky Edward
Ragsdale of Phoenix, Ariz., and one daughter. Vicki Mahan and husband, John, of
Murray.
The couple has four grandchildren and
It
great-grandchildren.

New chapter formed in western Ky. /
A new Colonial Dames of
the XVII Century Chapter has
been organized for Western
Kentucky. The name chosen
for the new chapter is "Joseph
Bridger." recognizing his many
contnhutions.
Officers elected tor the new
chapter are Virginia Alexander.
organizing president of Cadiz.
and Mary Sue Hubbard, organizing treasure' of Murray.
Col. Bridger. the most prominent man of his time in Isle
of Wight County, Va.. was well
educated. He was on the C'ommission to adjust the boundary line between Virginia and
Maryland in 1664: he was commander of Isle of Wight militia in the Indian War of 1675,
also a member of the Council. He was born in 1628 at
Glochestershire. England and
died at Isle of Wight Co.. Va..
on April 15. 1686.
Descendants of Col. Bridger

migrated to Trigg County in
1804 (then Christian County)
and settled on what is known
as Beechy Fork Creek. The
surname of those early western Kentucky settlers had been
modified over the years to
"Bridges." Several members of
the new chapter are direct
descendants of Col. Bridger.
The National Society Colonial Dames XVII Century was
founded in 1915 by Mary Florence Taney. It is made up of
chapters organized in 46 states,
and one chapter in Canada.
Membership exceeds 12,000.
It is a patriotic, genealogical
and Heraldic Society of women
who trace their ancestors in
this country to the founders
who settled the 13 original

colonies before 1701.
Admission into the Society
is by invitation and the endorsement by two members, to whom
the applicant is known personally. and approval of lineage
papers by the President General, Registrar General and
Treasurer General. Documentary proof of an ancestor's service prior to 1701 is required.
There are 18 categories of eligible service.
Ladies who are eligible for
membership in Colonial Dames
of the XVII Century are invited to join the Joseph Bridger
Chapter by contacting either
Virginia Alexander, 1-270-5228219. or Mary Sue Hubbard.
1-270-759-8593.
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Brooke Grace & Brandon Riley
Kela Craig & Trent Travis
Alvcia Watkins & Stephen Janow
Allison Carman & Shane Mize
Holly Irvine & Jeremy Bolls
Natalie Hay & Tyler Williams
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Milby is finalist for event
at the Kentucky Opry
DRAFFENV1LLE, Ky. — Michael Dale Milby of Stonesidc
Drive. Almo, won first place in adult singing at the eighth
week of the adult singing category at the Kentucky Opry.
Milby will be one of 15 contestants in the finals in April.
At his audition. Milby sang "Go Rest High on that Mountain...
A student at Mid-Continent University, Mayfield, he is employed
:it Morningstar Foods. Murray.
lie and his wife. Cara, have three children, Zaya. Reece
and Maleeah.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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ATTENTION
Supporters of Angels Attic Thrift Shop
We are glad to announce that access from Arcadia Drive to the
donation door at Angels Attic has now been reopened
Donations are accepted Monday - Saturday. 9a rn. - 5p.rn
Donations will also continue to be received by way of the alley
directly off North 8th Street behind Randy Thornton Heating and
Air Conditioning Co.(not through Pagliai's parking area)

••••

We will be accepting donations during Make A Difference Day
on March 24, trom 9 to 1 o'clock.
Look for the yellow Angels Attic truck'
Angels Attic currently funds 90% of The operating
cost of ANGELS CLINIC for uninsured workers of
our community. Our success depends completely upon your support — both through your donations and your shoppina

-1

Angel*
Attic

We thank you for your past patronage and
earnestly solicit your continued support.

MARCH 4 - 29, 2007
W.G. Rhea Library
400 W. Washington Street • Paris, Tt\J
presented by the

Paris-Henry County Arts Council
and

Dr. and Mrs. Danny Kimberlin
Library Hours:
Mon., Wed., Fri., & Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
I .1 .-lorp irform crtion, calf (731) 647-3955
ReeiletteeiMI ACOMMWeilma.
MTh Me Vote ot ?onnessite
Ma protect tutxted urxtiN on
ftw Hatton°,Endowment tor Itto Am.cod Northwest Tennessee Development MO&
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Free diabetes learning sessions to
be offered in Calloway County
The Purchase District Health Department
and the Angels Community Clinic will be offermg a series of Diabetes Education Classes,
The classes will be held at the Calloway County Extension Office on April 3 and April 5
from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
The series is free and participants are encouraged to attend both sessions. Registration is
necessary. Call 759-2223.
The classes are open to anyone wanting to
learn more about diabetes, those with diabetes
or pre-diabetes, caregivers of persons with diahetes and those at high risk for diabetes.
To find out if you could be at risk go to

•....
.:.,. .
,..•,,

7

4:
,
Diabetes Association website 11.
'7
thewA.etberictanes.oprgia.
On April 3, the topic will be Healthy Meeill
Planning and Exercise: "The role they play i
your health" and Diabetes on a Budget: Help
s yon saving money at the grocery an
fulart
ph tinpac
April 5 will cover the long-term complica:"
tions that could occur with uncontrolled dia
hetes and managing stress.
,
)
Judith Watson, RN, CDE, CN and DeAn-ki,
na Leonard. RN, diabetes educator, will b,
conducting these classes. For more informa-s.
tion, please call (270) 444-9625.

Exercise can help
prevent falls in elderly
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

HEALTH ROCKS: i-Nshleigh Snyder, a ninth grade student at Calloway County High School,
helps 4-H students with a -Health Rocks" project at North Elementary School. The goal of the
program is to bring communities across the U S together to reduce youth tobacco, alcohol and
Mica drug usage The after-school prevention program is built upon a strong foundation of
development and decision making that will reduce youth tobacco and drug use.
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Die Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet\ Department nil Transpi..irtatirm Safety is sponsoring
a tree child satety seat inspection in Murray. on March 311.
Hie tree child safety seat
L heck. isill be asailable trom
2 4 p iii at the MSC Expo
Centel on College Farm Road
Nationally certified Child Passengel Sateii lechim Ians will
k tor recalls and inspect
seats lot i.orrect installation
and usage
Participants should allow
apprtokunately 20 minutes [VIseal
N.111011,11 Highway -IF-attic
Sal ety .Ndininistranon iNHTSA1
statistics shov. tier 90 percent
it child sal el) seats in the
'ruled States are installed incorrectiv
V‘ hen used correctly.
child safety seats are 71 percent ettectise in reducing infant
fatalities. (7 percent diet:live
in reducing the need tor hospitalization and 54 percent
ettectise m reducing tat:times
tor children ages one to tour
For more information call toll
tree f00{-374-X768.

DALLAS (AP) — Like a
lot of people, former flight
attendant Mary Nicholson wasn't an exerciser. But two years
ago she changed all that — at
age 71.
For Nicholson. part of the
motivation to exercise was to
he strong and agile enough to
a% old a fall.
'I'm bound and determined
1'in not going to fall and break
a bone." she said during a
workout that included balancing on one leg, working with
weights and stair-climbing.
Nicholson says she feels better, is stronger, and her balance is much improved.
With one in three adults
user the age of 65 falling each
year. experts say that people
should follow Nicholson's lead
as they. get older.
hi 2004. the most recent
year statistics are available,
almost 15,00) people 65 and
older died from falls and about
1.9 million were treated for
injuries in emergency ruoms,
said Judy Stevens. an epidemiologist with the Centers for
Disease Control and Pre'.en non.
"I think the magnitude ot
the problem is something that
recognize."
people
don't
Stes ens said. "It really is a
serious issue for older adults."
Making sure that people over
the age nit 65 know how to
avoid falling or being injured
by a fall is the goal of a campaign launched this month by
the National Athletic Trainers'
Association and American
Academy of Orthopaedic Sur-

-.‘..464404

..714a1104
LEGAL NOTICE
Transportation
Cabinet
Kentucky
The

, -,,,,cordance with KRS 176 051 Kentucky s noxious weed law the Kentucky Trans:elation Cabinet -Atli destroy noxious weeds on state-owned right of way at the re:Arsi of the adroining property owner The noxious weeds named in this law are
.ehnsc,r- grass giant foxtail Canada thistle nodding thistle mulliflora rose black
gnisnade
cJcumber and kudzu
Pe`sorv, who rwn property adiacent no stare nght f way and who are involved in
efforts on their properly can submd a written application to the highway
nine,r area Applications and addresses for each district office can be
,btaned from state nrghway garages
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CLEANING, SANDING OR INSTALLING FLOORING?
WE HAVE THE TOOLS YOU NEED.

geons.
The organizations say in
addition to exercise, older people can make their homes safer
by installing night lights, bathroom grab bars and slip-resistant floors.
"If we continue to exercise,
especially strength training, we
decrease the loss of bone density. Just by working on strength
training, you're working your
muscles to keep strong," said
Joe Scott, a NATA member
who is outpatient orthopedic
team leader for Southcoast Hospitals Group in New Bedford,
Mass.
Scott said that as people get
older, they're less active so
they lose strength. Also, sight'
and balance problems can creep
in.
Stevens also said it's a good
idea for older people to have
a doctor review their meth:
cines each year to look for
things like drug interactions
that could lead to dizziness.
Experts say certain exercises — yoga, tai chi. and trying to balance on one leg with
your eyes closed — can help
improve balance.
If a younger person slips.
they'll usually catch themselves.
but older people often have
less strength and slower reaction times, experts say.
Injuries from falls in the
elderly can include broken
wrists, elbows, arms and hips.
said Dr. Jay Mabrey, chief of
orthopedics at Baylor University Medical Center in Dallas.
"We don't heal as quickly
when we're older." Stevens said.
"The older a person is when
they fall, the harder it is to
recover. For very' elderly people, it can be devastating."
Nicholson said that before
joining the Baylor Tom Landry
Fitness Center two years ago.
she was not an exerciser.
"I just gradually got into
it," said Nicholson. who works
out with a trainer twice a week
takes classes three times a
v.eck, including working out

Tips to prevent injuries
from falling
are
some tips from th4'
Here
of'
Academy
American
Orthopaedic Surgeons and the.,
National Athletic Trainers:0
'
Association to help prevent.
injuries from falls.
.
Keep muscles and boneS-:strong, by following an exerf,
cise regimen:
— Strength training with weight
bearing and resistive exercise:
works for all age groups.
— Practice exercises designed::
:*:
to help improve balance.
— Exercise at least three dayg::
a week to improve strength;.::
flexibility and balance.
— Choose low-impact exercis-:
es, such as yoga, tai chi and:::
Pilates to avoid stress ori-:
•:•
joints.
•••
— Stretch daily to improve flex:::
ibility and mobility.
Make your home safer with..
simple improvements:
— Good lighting, without::
extension cords, to eliminate;
dark areas.
— Slip-resistant walking surfaces.
— Grab-bars and a night light
in the bathroom.
— Handrails on both sides of
stairs extending one foot
beyond last step.
— Remove throw rugs from
doorways and hallways.
If you have fallen before, follow these recommendations:
— Consider a full physical
balance
evaluation
and
screen, including vision and
hearing tests.
— Wear shoes with good support, such as lace-up oxford..
shoes with leather soles and:
rubber heels.
AP

in water.
She said she now just pops
up off the couch instead (if
having to hoist herself up and
she's able to confidently walk
a straight line.
"I wanted good balance and,•
the strength that goes alone:
.
with it," she said. "You just:
feel more secure."
.,

LAVRAGILIE,
7/ YMCA

NOW OPEN
"Nerving v‘tis
%ince 1955 with
quality products
and 4erviee you
deserve."

leanne I arroll

•--Criminal Defense
• DUI & Drug Cases
• Juvenile Law
• Divorce • Probate
• Wills & Estates
Please call for an appointment

(270) 759-1334
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responsible for numbers reported in emu.
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Miss USA gears
up for new queen
LOS AN6ELES (API -Fhe Miss USA pageant gears
up to name a new queen this
week in a live televised competition that organizers say will
spotlight how reigning titleholder Tara Conner nearly lost
her crown and ended up in
rehab.
"Certainly,
our reigning
Miss USA is
going to be on
television and
we
'
re certainly
going

not

shy away
referring
what

Conner

to

horn

to
hap-

pened.- executive

producer

Associated Riess On Monday. "Why
.hy away Irom what's part of
our Lundy Ve embrace our
Dimly
hi le not a senterpiece UI
the show. Conner will he "all
er out telesast.- Gunn said
I he shill annual pageant will
he hioadcast Friday on NBC
from the Kodak Theatre with
Nan, I I Dell of -Atcess
wood. as host
GUM said %letkers will he
able 1.1 see Conner and -make
[Steil 4 .V411 determinations by seePhil (Mon

ing

how

told

she

The

presents

herselt.

what she has to say about what
happened this past
that

year

something

we
've

do

hetore

heel] .ihic

to

.. and
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American crocodile no longer 'endangered'
• WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP)
— The American crocodile is now a
threatened species instead of an endangered one because it has rebounded from
the edge of extinction, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service said Tuesday.
The reptile still remains protected under
the federal Endangered Species Act, making it illegal to harass, poach or kill the
animals that live in South Florida, their
only U.S. habitat.
"It's just one step closer to recovery,
but it still has many, many threats," Fish
and Wildlife Service spokesman Tom
MacKenzie said. "It's still protected with
the full force of federal law."
Endangered status means an animal is
at a foreseeable risk of extinction. Threatened status means a species could become
endangered in the future if protections
are not maintained.
The crocodile was originally listed as
a federally endangered species in 1975.
By 1976, the population was estimated
at just about 300. Scientists now estimate
there are up to 2,000 American crocodiles in Florida.
"Crocodiles were a part of Florida's
history for hundreds of years until human
activities such as urban development, agri-

cultural conversion, and over-hunting decimated their populations," said Sam D.
Hamilton, the service's southeast regional director.
"In the past 30 years, we have made
great strides in protecting this species and
conserving its habitat," Hamilton said.
"Today, we can celebrate their comeback."
The reclassification comes after a fiveyear review of the species population and
the determination that there is a sustained
breeding population of at least 60 female
crocodiles in the wild. Scientists believe
there is enough protected land in South
Florida to maintain the population or even

to allow it to expand.
The reptile remains endangered in other
countries, including Belize, Colombia,
Costa Rica and Cuba.
The change in federal classificatiop
does not affect the crocodile's status under
Florida law, where it remains listed es
an endangered species, said Henry Cabbage, a spokesman for the Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission.•
Florida crocodiles are distinguished from
alligators by their more slender build.
Also, the crocodile's snout tapers forward
from the eyes while the alligator's snout
is untapered and rounded at the end.
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By KRIST1N TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The first business venture for
Mary Kay Howard Bowden,
Kim Howard Wilson and
Morgan Blankenship Harbin
was a lemonade stand on Olive
Street.
Now after 23 years of friendship. the three Murray natives
are marketing their intimate
apparel company internationally.
The 27-year-old twins and
their best friend, Morgan, 26,
started MMK Brands in 2005
with their first product that
addressed a predicament of living in fast-paced New York.
Called Passport Panties, the
undergarments are packaged in
a pouch that resembles a passport for women on the go. Also
in the travel-sized package are
cleansing .towelettes
and
deodorant.
Living in New York after college, the three women found
themselves on the go.
"Being busy in the city and
traveling, women don't always
have time to run home and
freshen up," Morgan said. "We
developed this product so
women can have it with them."
The travel theme is prevalent
throughout the nmiketing for
Passport Panties. Thith is carried in 350 boutiques internationally and online at passportpanties.com. In Murray, Vintage
Rose carries the packaged
panties.
Rather
than
the
standard
small,
medium•
and
large,

the panties are labeled window,
middle and aisle, respectively.
Among MMK's famous customers are Murray native Molly
Sims, who stars on NBC's "Las
Vegas," and supermodel Nikki
Taylor. Other celebrities learned
of the product through the official Emmy Swag Bag and
Fashion Week Live Bags.
MMK Brands is in the
process of marketing another
line of panties and camisoles,
called the Bandeau collection.
The women are working toward
having a full lingerie line.
The newest collection uses
spandex and mesh fabric so the
products complement the natural curves of a woman's body,
according to a MMK Brands
press release.
All 1998 Murray High
School graduates, Morgan,
Mary Kay and Kim met 23 years
ago when they lived on Olive
Street„ From lemonade stands in
the front yard to various MHS
projects, the sisters and their
friend learned how to work
together.
They also credit their supportive mothers — Cindy
Howard and Mona Bolin — for
helping them along.
The Howard twins, who
played soccer at MHS, went to
Vanderbilt University after graduating from Murray while their
best friend Morgan, a MHS
cheerleader, went to Alabama.
And they
all ended
up in
New
York,

ON THE WEB
MMK Brands —
mmkbrands.com
Passport Panties —
passportpanties.com
where they came up with
Passport Panties over a night of
martinis and mini-burgers.
Now, Mary Kay and Morgan
live in Houston while Kim is in
Memphis.
Yet they never lost sight of
their hometown. They first traveled abroad with MHS French
teacher Sue Spann, who they
said taught them about being
prepared. That lesson is the
foundation for their first lingerie
product.
Murray's Oakwood Studio
has taken their promotional pictures and Rudolph Distribution
helped them perfect their distribution plan. ZAX printed them
some T-shirts and local businesswomen such as those at
Vintage Rose and Jean Marie's
helped them gain confidence.
Just because Murray is a
small town doesn't mean help
isn't available. Plus there's better prices and a quicker willingness to help.
"It's actually amazing how
much you can get done in
Murray," Kim said. "You'd
think since it was a small town
you'd have to look elsewhere,
but there are plenty of
resources."

Photo provided

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Vice President of Patient Care Services Lisa Ray, maternity services registered nurse Tracy Scarborough and Materials Management Clerk Teresa
Skinner helped move patients and supplies to the second floor of The Women's Pavilion on
Monday. The women's surgical patients who had been on the hospital's fourth floor were
moved to the renovated area.

Fort Knox to offer HPV vaccine
FORT KNOX. Ky.(AP)— The military hospital at Fort Knox has started offering military
dependents a vaccine that fights a sexually transmitted disease that can lead to cervical cancer.
"We have a commitment to provide the best
care possible. and when we found out this was
available, we thought it was important for our beneficiaries to have it," Col. Steven Braverman.
commander of Ireland Army Community Hospital
at Fort Knox, told The News-Enterprise of
Elizabethtown.
Although the human papilloma virus has up to
20 different variations, only four have been found
to cause most of the cases of cervical cancer in the
United States, he said.
-By vaccinating against HPV before people get
it, we can reduce the number of people who get
it," Braverman said. "It's really a protection for
women."

The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention recommend the vaccine be given to
girls around the age of 12, before they become
sexually active, but any woman up to the age of 26
is eligible. Braverman said.
"For women between the ages of 20 and 24, as
much as 50 percent of the population has one of
the strains of this virus." he said.
Sexual behavior plays a role in the incidence of
the virus.
"The prevalence goes up with the number of
sexual partners and encounters you have."
Braverman said. -That's why it peaks in that age
group. The goal is to try to get girls immunized
before they're sexually active, or if they are, then
before they become exposed."
Girls are not required to be vaccinated, and a
parent or guardian. must be present when the pre
scription and shot are administered.

Before ELECTRONIC STATEMENTS

Photo provided

Murray natives Morgan Blankenship Harbin, Mary Kay Howard Bowden and Kim Howard
Willson, pictured in this Oakwood Studio picture, started a lingerie company that features
Passport Panties, a package that includes panties, cleansing towelettes and deodorant for
women on the go.

Golf, Breds baseball headline
'Roundabout Murray' show
Spscial to the Ledger
and advice to certain
This
week.
students who meet fedRoundabout Murray
eral guidelines.
will
feature
Will
The program is
Snodgrass and the
designed to assist stuupcoming golf season
dents in completing a
and what's happening at
college degree.
the clubhouse. Future
Phil Dishon will have
events that will be disCampus Life.
This
cussed consist of the
week Campus Life will
Women's
Kentucky
feature the 2007 Step
State
Amateur
Show with a special perChampionship.
formance by Dr. Randy,
The event is to be
Dunn, president of
held June 25-29 and
Murray
State
include a cookout and
University.
awards banquet.
Roundabout Murray,
Another event that
the weekly 30-minute
will be discussed is the
video magazine of
couple's league beginMurray
State
ning in May.
University, brings you
Rob McDonald will
up-to-date with area
announce his Breds
events. Every week Jim
baseball team on the
Carter will bring the
show and what's in
accomplishments of the
store for the baseball
community with guests
Racers during the
from the local region.
spring season.
Roundabout Murray
As - pan of the
airs on Tuesdays and
National
TRIO
Fridays at 6 p.m. on
Celebration on April
MSU
TV- I I .
10, Roundabout Murray
Roundabout 'Murray
will take a look at the
also airs on "CW"
Rob McDonald
different services that
Wednesdays at 11:30
Murray State Baseball Coach
the Murray State TRIO
p.m., on New Wave in
Department offers its students as well as high Murray (Channel 19)Sundays at 8 a.m. and noon,
school students in the community.
and MediaComm serving the cities of Murray.
Featured on the show this week is from the Mayfield, Benton, and Calvert City and the counTRIO Department is Velvet Wilson. Wilson is the ties of Calloway, Graves and Marshall on
director of Student Support Services, which is a Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
retention program that offers academic support
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Mur

Hospital will celebrate American Diabetes Alert Day
!sluiras
\I
uc,,la
, Hospital will LekCalloway Count.
Nate American Diabetes Alert Das to
edusate people about diabetes ssnip
toms. risks. and the signs ot diabetes
ro celebrate the day. tree blood sugar
ssreenings WV available from 8 a.in to
noon at the ('enter for Health &
Wellness Lobby
According to the American 1)iabetes
‘ssociation. there are 20 5 million thil Alen arid adults in the I tilted States
7 percent of the population, vat(' ha‘e
diabetes bb title iii 'SIimated 14 ti mil

r Selldiagnosed with diabetes,
unfortunately. 6.2 million people are
unaware that they have the disease.
Diabetes is the fifth deadliest disease in
the inted States and kills 213,000 people annually. More than a million people develop the disease each year, and,
despite aggressise research efforts,
there remains no cure in sight.
Approximately 41 million Americans
have pre-thabetes, which means that
their blood glucose (sugar) is higher
than nonnat hut not high enough to be
It..)led vs ith diabetes.
Individuals

with pre-diabetes are at a much higher
risk for developing diabetes.
Diabetes is a disease in which the
body does not produce or properly use
insulin. Insulin is a hormone that is
needed to convert sugar, starches and
other food into energy needed for daily
life. The cause of diabetes continues to
be a mystery, although both genetics
and environmental factors such as obesity and lack of exercise appear to play
roles. Symptoms of diabetes niay
include: blurred vision, frequent urination, excessive thirst and/or hunger, dry

skin, and frequent infections.
In order to determine whether or not
a patient has pre-diabetes or diabetes,
health care providers conduct a Fasting
Plasma Glucose Test (FPG) or an Oral
Glucose Tolerance Test (0611').
Either test can be used to diagnose prediabetes or diabetes. With the FPG test,
a fasting blood glucose level between
100 and 125 mg/d1 signals pre-diabetes.
A person with a fasting blood glucose
level of 126 mg/dl or higher has diabetes. In the OGTT test, a person's
blood glucose level is measured alter a

fast and two hours after drinking a glucose-rich beverage. If the two-hour
blood glucose level is between 140 and
199 mg/d1, the person tested has prediabetes. If the two-hour blood glucose
level is at 200 mg/d1 or higher. the person tested has diabetes.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and the Center for Health & Wellness
want to educate our community and
promote awareness about diabetes. For
more information, please call the
('enter for Diabetes at 762-1806.

It's Purple Martin time in Kentucky

TRIVIA NIGHT: Doug and Stacey ;.
learn preparing for the 2007 Mutr,'
Inivercoh; Corns Center Rallroon

till (lit

Photo provided
drid Leslie Lilienthal are members of a
Night to be held in Murray State

Murray Main Street plans
next Trivia Night May 12
ill he held
• itri.itely 50 tables may he reserved on a
•et‘ekl basis.
The entry-fee is
a up to eight people. The event
Ilio.se Lompefifig and no spectator

ss

,

11,
o, ii',

Most bird watchers have a
tavorite, which for many in
Kentucky is the Northern
Cardinal. the state bird.
But another species. the
Purple Martin. generates enormous excitement and passion.
Kentuckians have a long tradition of hosting purple martins.
a swallow species. Because martins are totally dependent on
humans for housing. "landlords"
anxiously await their return each
yeax and post reports of "scouts"
on an online data base 1 purplemartin.org I maintained by the
Purple Martin Consers anon
Association i PMCA t. a nonprofit conservation orgamtation.
The earliest arriving for two
consecutive years has been
reported IrOill Lewispirtin
Hancock County on Feb. 25 this
year and Feb. 27 in 2006 A martin arrived in Murray and in
West Liberty March 1 and
Leitchfield March 2.
dre

Arrivals more

reported in mid to laie
Purple martins nest in
colonies in multi-compartment
bird houses and in gourds hung
from large racks placed in ipen
areas in yards statewide Adult
male purple martins are a gloss_c
blue-black in col/it. is Inch thes

obtain at two years of age.
Females are a bit drab. with a
gray breast
t hie year old martins -- so
called 'sub adults- -- begin
ants tug sis to eight weeks after
the older birds in Kentucky.
these younger birds are more
easily attracted to Ile% hilLP.111/1
he tenn "scout- is a misnomer. according to the PNICA
these earliest arrivals are situply C.\ pefienk:ed older martins
Pat have made the 101.11TIeN.
bet k ire and are eager to reclaim
their housing.
A. a spcoes, purple martins
ale felahseht common throughout Kentut.ky. uith the greatest
numficis found in the ssestern
part of the ,aate. accortinq: to the
:Xinericati Breeding Bird survey.
generations
of
W hue
hosted purple
martins
the custom adopted
from N:uric Alllellt:an, %), hi)
Itt.th,;.! iui ttestutt 12iwtIrLIN
leChlikple• ti help .10)1k.n.
In the
ha% e
past decade. biased ott iesearch
,..ondlIcted by the MIL:\ and by
-Lindh it ds iii the held.
Among ilint'idi°11` are deePel 0)wpm-lint:tits 10 better protect ne‘tling, from rain and [Font
it

thF1

predators, and specially -shaped
entrance holes designed to admit
martins
while
restricting
European starlings, an invasive.
non-protected species.
The number one tip from the
PMCA for attracting martins
Purple martins are swallows it
the open sky. and prefer housing
vs ith at least several open fls
was s. Place housing in the most
open space as ailable. hut where
the colony can he enjoyed and
lilt ilitoreci

also
should
Poles
be
equipped with predator guards
Rat snakes and raccoons are
vont no in in Kentucky: and can
easily climb poles and cause site
ahanchinment.
Much mitre information
aluiut purple martins can he
obtained from the Purple Martin
Consers
Association
including
a
products
catalog/information
booklet,
With ads ice on attracting and
managing a colony, and data
sheer, it' participate in Project
Martin Vi atch. a national effort
in which participants monitor
nests and mail information to the
PMCA at season's end.
do obtain the booklet, contact
the }'M('A at 1.514) 833-7656 or
online :0 purplemartm.onz.

,, , t tun planning and participating in
:Lin Anything ue did last year." said
group has been thinking
And practicing since the
a: \la 12th can't conic too soon!"
it
plea,e call 759-9474 or visit
\tun Stied (Mice on the third floor of
Regions Hank building
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TERRY PETTY
CHE VROLLT-BUICK
- AND -

Pv7OTOR COMPANY

ARE MERGING
TO ONE LOCATION!
•
CITY!
Don't miss this opportunity to
take advantage of
DISCOUNTS OF $11,000 or
0% FOR 72 MONTHS ON
SELECT VEHICLES!

GREG TRAVISIedger & Times
KMEA PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT REHEARSALS: Students from schools throughout
western Kentucky are on the campus of Murray State University for the annual Kentucky Music
Educators Association Large Instrument Ensemble Performance Assessment Event. Pictured
above, Rachel Arant. a senior at Reidland High School, rehearses Monday on her flute with
her band under the direction of Johnny Allen. director. Many of the bands were practicing in
the Ferrell Recital Hall in the Fine Arts Building prior to moving to Lovett Auditorium for miniconcerts, The performances continued Tuesday.

PETTY MOTOR COMPANY

MERGING INVOICE SALE
Petty Motor Company is merging with
Terry-Petty Chevrolet Buick into one location
BUT Chrysler, Dodge & Jeep will NOT make the, move!

-r
/EM
I

Best Deals of the Year

with Specials we have worked out
with GM & Chrysler on our 200
New & Used Vehicles!
March is the last month to buy a new
Chevrolet, Buick, Chrysler,
Dodge or Jeep in Fulton, KY!

MAKE III AN OFFER AND DRAY AWAY NOW!
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Don't miss this opportunity to drive away in a
new Chrysler, Dodge or Jeep for INVOICE
and still keep the rebates or
financing as low as 0% for 72 months!

YES!PETTY

This sa!!' include'
,
4 Dr Wrangler,
SRT8 Grand Cherokee
SRT8 300C

PAOTOR COMPANY

270-472-2466
• 1-800-862-65g6
..
,
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rgYter. 301 tE XIT 2 orr PURCHA(.f PA
WAS)
FuL TON,. Kr

AVE!
And In Stock But
its First Come, First
Serve And THEY WON'T
LAST LONG!
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KNOWS AND UNKNOWNS: Mike Epperson,seventh grade science teacher at Murray Middle
School, challenges his students with many hands on experiments. Students were asked to
analyze known solutions to determine an unknown solution. "I know that I am learning a lot in
Mr. Epperson's class because he always challenges us to do our best" said Chelsea Hill, student. Pictured above, Mariel Jackson, Hill and Will Schwettman analyze perform the tests.
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HEROES RED CROSS DRIVE: Calloway County Beta Club members Sara Dean, Bianca
Mora, Leanne Linn, and Jacob Wade are shown Collecting for the Heroes Red Cross Drive
during the finals of the 4th district basketball tournament.
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VS NOTICE ()F SALE

VS NOTICE 3iF SALE

P JARS'S

\

DEFENDAN"TS

oe of a Judaorcent and I rrder of Sale entered b.. the Callowa% f'irciot
ourt dr. Februars I I _its.; in the abose cause, I ahall proceed to offer for sale
it the( ourthouse dour in the City of Murray Calloway County Kentucky. to the

lii

idgnest bidder at public auction on Friday March 23 2007 at the hour of 10 00
to local time tie thereabout the foio.widng deecnbed property located in
stoi1144 tOrI ounts Kentucky and more particularity descnbed as followe
• . , description of a tract of and located ILS ts35 Charley. Miller Road. in the
dint of Calloway atm,..f Kentucky being a part of the Northeast quarter of
sectron 15 Township 3 Range 4 East and also being Tract I of a minor aubdivi
oir, plat of record in Mat Book 34. Page 56. Slide 3272, and being further
Inscribed as follows Beginning at a 95 rebel' w cap 92147 found 25 (10 feet South
f the centerline of Charley Miller Rued and 63.3 62. feet„eamt of the centerline rd'
llopkins Road said point being the Northeast corner 14th. Henry E Kelly propert. Deed Book 334 Page 1,46, and the Northwest corner of the herein
teseribed tract
then"- along the South line .if Charley Miller Road. iturth 87 deg 12 minutes 55
seconds East for a distance of 339 39 feet to a 94 rebar wrap 93175 set at the
Northeast corner of the herein described tract
,mating a new divoutin line south Ill deg 43 minutes 15 seconds East for
distance. of 476 27 feet to a 94 rebar a cap 9317.5 set at the southeast corner of
•'c herein described tract and on the north line of tract 2. South 67 deg 19 trunheflut

st3175 ,6et

.tee 34 seconds West for a distance of 3.39 3.1.1 feet to a,/ 4 rebar ve cap
it the ...iuttosieet corner of the herein described tract and ,m the East line of the
Kenny Green propert, Deed Book 212 Page 105
,ence• along Inc east line if the Green property and the East line of the Kell.
propert. North Ill deg 44 minutes 15 seconds West panning through a #5 rehar
...und at 58 11 feet a distance of 475 01 feet to the point of beginning
logether with and subject to covenants eiaaementa and restnctions f ris,
rd
This tract ,..ntatro. I 7t3s acres according to a survey b. VI. Associates

GEORGE D BALES
ANTOINETTE GRAVES-BALES
Unknown Defendant, Spouse of Lowell Patterson
Bond on November 14 2000

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
l'ourt on January '23. 2007. in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the
highest bidder at public auction on Friday. March 23, 2007. at the hour of 1000
a iii , local time or thereabout, the following descnbed property located in
Calloway County Kentucky and more particularly described as follows:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the Town of Hazel. County of
Calloway State f Kentucky being a part of the Southwest Qr Of Section 34, T
I Range 4 East and being further described as follows
Beginning ,r1 the South side of Calloway Street, which said beginning point IP
the Northwest corner of a tract of land deeded to Hazel Community Center,
Sandra Gallimore, et al dated the 16th day of January. 1975. and recorded on
microfilm in Book 154. Cabinet 1 I/rawer 6 (and 1422, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court. Thence in a Southerly direction along the west
property line of the above described property 150 feet to a point, thence, in a
Westerly direction 80 feet to a point, thence, in a Northerly direction 150 feet to
a point, which is the South side of Calloway Street. thence along Calloway
Street 80 feet to the point of beginning
The foregoing described property is sold subject to a samtary sewer easement
held by the City of Hazel. Kentucky. more particularly described as follows
'Beginning at ii point located on the south right .if way line of Calloway Street
and 363 57' west of the northeast corner of the school tract, thence, following the
centerline if said easement south 1 deg.
04' west 325 79 to a point located on
the north right of way line of Barnett Street and 113.00 east of the southwest
corner of the school tract said easement is 10 wide and lies 5 on either side
the above described centerline
.A1...S0 there another sanitary sewer
easement as recorded tn lieed Book 121. Page 123. lying East of and adjacent to
the above described lit strip and fronting on Calloway Street. said easement is
16 wide and 16 long

la

ktober I5 214, 1

/trona in a.lrespecte the same property conyeyed
Nicholas P Jarvis tin deed .if
ony «sane.. from Kathy-nit Higgins et al dated November 13 2063 of record in
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
512 Page

$5.4,

-

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit bum of thirty 34,,
day. hut if wild on a credit of thirty :30 days the purchaser shall deposit with
!1, I 'ommuotioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
cod sufficient aurets for the remainder tame to be paid in two equal install-

lit
•
F 11,
11,

••`i , 110

•

1r
;

Trent.. bearing Internet at 12'0 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and
1.11I1 due and payable within thirty. days A lien shall be retained on the property
arc additional tweunte, All delinquent taxes if any shall he ascertained and paid
Vi the thrtimiasioner
This 19th day ..f Februan 214,-

1 iF FEN Ili.A_NTs

its
•

- ie entered hi the 1
-cis... I et,a.. pr• red to ..ffer fr sat• o r
- .. • 4. r
Kent,ii ky tr. the
214,- at the hour
•

- .,•.•.. •

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to George D Bales and wife
Antoinette Graves-Bales by deed from Carole Ann Randolph and husband.
Michael I. Randolph, dated Jan 14, 2004. of record in Book 5211 Page 810. in
the office of the Clerk r.1 the Calloway 77ountY Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty '301
clays hut if sold on a credit of thirty '30' days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder. game to be paid in two equal installmente bearing interest at 121. per annum from the date of sale until paid and
fully due and payable within thirty days A 'len shall be retained on the property
as additional security All delinquent takes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid
b. the 4.OTI1n114/4111rle

ROA partfully pubmdted

This 19th day of Februar. 201,17
Respectfully submitted

MAX W PARKER
Ms.tet L',.mmissioner
Orruit Court

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
'alloway Circuit Court
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Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for Mutt
actnnbes

• •,:rfr. rrori rrrIrpts fr,ir the

•

• tas it Vehrii•ry
tr•,: • •Iihroitted

, If A P.Rlaft
lilt I 011rl

[knee,
THE BEST HOME FOR
OWNER OPERATORS
79 Years of OK) Only.
*Avg SI 77 grossrinaded

herein

.
412.Ar. &methei
I el,.elle Indiana 4

•

'ii •

060

In reeporuse to the threat of Southern Pine Beetle
the Ennmninantal and Public Protection Cabinet
Kentucky Donation of Foreatry, offers for sale an esti
meted volume of 16 775 tnna of Virginia pine and
22.5 tons of loblolly pine on 206 acres of the
Penorrile slaw Iferein located about 11 miles south
of Daemon Springa Thus sale will be by sealed bid
on •lump MITI boas The sale anima will be shown
at 10-00 AM Central Time nri Friday. April 13, 2007
and tha bids grill he opened at 1000 AM Centrs,
Time on Friday. April 20, 2007
Per had pee-eta or additional Inftwonatton.
contact, Jim Bryan., Managing Poreeteer PRF.
PO Boa 488 Mashoonville, KY, 43431. Phone
ilf701 711-1)41or 471111 81114- 7121.

Al)FOR ONL1
$75.00 PER )
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOW open Ftechelle a
featuring spa manicure
and pedicure• acryiic
nails, ear candling. per
eyeliner. eye
color Half
brows &
price nail services now
trinxigh WI Call 29300159 for appointment

A child needs you,
Become a foster par
ent. up to S36:day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
AFTER-SCHOO( care
needed for two SW
Elementary students
Must peck up from
school 4 days wiaeldy.
(IPM
until
3Pail
Respond to PO Box
134 Murray. KY 42071

1

-1331
11elp Weed
DRIVERS. A steady
lifestyle( Top pay, great
benefits' No experience? No problem'
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818 ext. 150.
DO you love working
wlth Ws?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you' FuH time positions available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills Prefer experience but willing to
train Drug Free
WoficPlace*
Background
Screening• Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Fax resumes to
270 759-3005

*Avg Over $29 cprn on fuel
surcriarge
latbed Trallers Auadable
6 oiesiths OTR exp
required
Nol an Owner
Operator yet^
Call is about our
$O DOWN LEASE
PURCHASE
CAST MALONE
866-713-2778
‘v.w.maioneccorackysoom
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Appry'ile
person after 6 OOPM

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
help wanted- section
ni our classifieds
wehpage at
mumyleclger
you will be redirected
to gsbeetwort corn
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
this wetutte
However, as a national
webstte, not all lasting,
on the robeetwort corn
we placed through
the Murray Ledger
Tunes Please call
us if vou have ans
quemons regarding
the Murray area
loti hump Thank you
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Notice to Calloway County Taxpayers

7SAM
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The Calloway County Sheriff, pursuant to KRS 424.330, hereby
announces that the 2006 Delinquent Property Tax list will be published
in the Murray Ledger & Times on March 28, 2007. This will be the only
newspaper advertisement of the 2006 delinquent property tax bills. The
sheriff's tax sale of the delinquent 2006 tax bills will be held at 304 Maple
Street on April 20th, 2007 at 10:00 a.m.
The list of delinquent property tax bills is also available for public inspection during normal business hours Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. at the Sheriff's office located at 304 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Additionally, a listing of the delinquent property tax bills will be posted
on the L.I. Smith website beginning on March 21, 2007 and continuing for
a period of not less than 30 days. The listing of delinquent property tax
bills on the internet will be updated at least weekly. The Uniform
Resource Locator for the website will be www.etaxfiles.com
The sheriff's tax sale of the delinquent 2006 tax bills will be held at 304
Maple Street on April 20th, 2007 at 10:00 a.m.
If you have any questions concerning the listing of the 2006 delinquent
property tax bills or the sheriff's sale do not hesitate to call the sheriff's
office at 270-753-3151.
Help Wanted

Lecturer/Equine Center Manager,
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School of Agnculture. Murray State
University. Full time, 12-month position to
begin May 2007. Qualifications: Master's
degree in Agriculture required. A minimum
of two years of horse management experience
required. Must have a valid driver's hcense.
Responsibilities: Teach and assist teaching
classes in equine science. Coordinate and
provide daily care of the horse herd, provide
first aid and maintain a preventative horse
health management program, maintain proper
horse herd health records. Supervise student
labor, maintain essential records and information for the students, employees and boarders.
and provide upkeep and maintenance of the
facilities. Support the nding instructors and
staff by providing sound, serviceable riding
horses; monitor and restrict their use as nece,
sary. provide assistance in the training of
horses as requested. Oversee the daily opera
tion to facilitate laboratories, and assist with
the teaching of classes and laboratories as
requested. Directly supervise the student
horse stall barn, properly care for and maintain the horses and manage the breeding program. Application Deadline: April 6. 2007.
To Apply: Send letter of application, resume,
transcripts and three professional letters of
recommendation to: Amy McKinney.
Administrative Secretary, School of
Agnculture. Murray State University. 103
South Oakley Applied Science, Murray. KY
42071-3345. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply Murray State University.
is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer.

POSITION
AVAILABLE
There is currently a position
available for a service person in
the Termite Department. Benefits
include salary. commission, vacation, holiday pay, paid health
insurance and bonuses.

060

060

060

060

HM UMW

HM Wasted

Arbor Place of Clinton
A Family Working Together
To Care for Your Loved One
Our Working Family is now
accepting applications for
these positions:
.R.N.'s $2000.00 Sign-on Bonus
.L.P.N.'s $1500.00 Sign-on Bonus
.C.N.A.'s $1000.00 Sign-on Bonus
-Great Team Orientated
Atmosphere
-401 K Paid Per Pay Period
-CAREER LADDER
-Health, Dental, & Life
Insurance Available
Call Today Positions Are
Filling Quickly:
Lindy Shaver, Administrator
270-653-5558

NURSE
PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT
Full-Time Licensed Nurse Practitioner
or Physician Assistant needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send or bring resume to:
300 South 8th Street
Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

1111ESICAL CEETES
Family Nailer•kilned 4.4••firwr•%Lim

TERMITE COMPANY
1604 State Route 121 North,
Murray, Kentucky.

Position Description: Kitchen Production
Supervisor: Department of Food Services,
Murray State University. Full-time, nontenured, 12 month position to begin May 2007.
Qualifications: An AA degree in Culinary Arts
or Hotel Restaurant Management from an
accredited college/institute is required. BA
degree is preferred. Must have four years experience in a large volume food service facility in
a college, university, hotel or conference center.
Experience should include menu planning,
inventory control, recipe development, and
demonstrated successful supervisory experience. Must have great mentoring and coaching
skills and a desire to see others succeed. Ability
to lift up to 60 lbs using approved lifting technique required. Responsibilities: Oversee dayto-day kitchen production and operations,
including but not limited to. tracking production costs and quantities. pre and post costing
of menus, menu production that focuses on
variety, color, regional favorites and nutrition.
Supervise a full-time staff of 15-25 and a parttime student staff of 10-25. Application deadline: Post marked by March 30. 2007. To
Apply: Send letter of application, resume and
names and contact numbers including email
addresses of three professional work references
to: Kitchen Production Supervisor Search
Chair. 101 Curtis Center, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an equal education and
employment opportunim M/F/D, AA Employer

61
r---4
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Asphalt Laborers

lrINITIMUl Ta

H&G Construction Company is seeking
to hire asphalt laborers with at least 2
years experience. Average Prevailing
wage job pays $25 + per hour. Applicant
must be familiar with asphalt raking.
screed operations, pavers and rollers.
Please send your resume to 7025 Old
Cairo Road. West Paducah, KY 42086.
EOE

Truck Drivers

Apply in person at

SERVALL

Help Winne

13395 Highway 641 South
Immediate opening for sales. Experience in
floor covering preferred. Pay commensurate
with experience. Apply in person
Monday through Saturday. 9AM-5PM.

CDLs.
A
Class
with
needed
Responsibilities will include hauling
asphalt and other construction materials
in triaxle dump trucks. If you meet these
requirements. send your resume or
apply in person at 7025 Old Cairo Road,
West Paducah, KY 42086. No phone
calls
EOE

•
s • •
dilimi

BAR•B

CATERING

Immediate opening for grill cook. Flexible
hours. Apply in person at 3975 US Hwy
641N from 10AM-8PM. Tuesday-Saturday.
060

060
Help Wanted
GREEN Acres is cur
rently hiring for the fol
lowing positions: CNA
6-2p Full Time, CNA
time.
Full
10p-6a
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St . Mayfield.
KY 42066

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phom calls.
NURSING position
available at the Allergy
8 Asthma Clinic of
West Kentucky. 33-35
hours per week,
Monday thru Thursday.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy 641 North
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may fax to
(270)759-1215. Please
include at least two
references.

PARADISE
RosorVHMA Hotels
now hinng fulVpt positions. Immediate openings for upbeat, friendly and service onented
individuals Starting at
$7.50 hour plus resort
advantages. Apply
today or send resume
to: tmarkumehmahotels corn
Paradise Resort
1024 Paradise Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-436-2767

WAREHOUSE
Worker/Retail Sales
Neat appearance. 40
hours weekly. 1-2 day
on Saturday Call
759-4979

Now hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
Apply in person
at Wendy's

Help Wantad

Dnvers - CDLA
St I ION:
"Rip Ps1SIii.r

STUDENTS:
Great New Pay
Package!!!

Company
Drivers:
Great New Pay
Package!!
Experienced Drivers
get paid what
wit desene'

Chimer
Operators:
Great New Pax
Package!:
90 cpm «toe!
-V,, Loading/Unloading
'Optional NE & No
Hazrnat
.22 years nun. age

IS Day Local
Tractor Trailer
Training!
No Experience'
No CD1.'

NO PROBLEM!
Lifetime Job Placement
Flexible Financing
Train Los alli in the
ifurfreeshoni Center'
For Your Corn viten, e
"Weekend Glasse.,
Aiall

('ALL VOLUNTEER
NOW!
800-838-3803
www iolunieertraining net
090

Donesstle Odours

I -SIM- S4N-114115
it it it.

.t tall

REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071.
'SALES
•Day Shift Preferred
Hibbett Sports is hinng
in Murray Apply at: 642
Street.
12th
North
Murray, KY 42071
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing
www hibbett.corn
TOP Appointment
Setters Needed
Immechatetyl
No selling $10-$15 per

hour. Exceitent phone
required
voice
Experience a plus Call
753-3799 Mon-Fn
after 9AM

CHILD care services in
my home in Hazel
6AM to 6PM Call
293-4473
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
PRECIOUS Moments
has welting for infants
and children on 1st and
2nd shift. Newly re-certified. high standards
489-2699

A Better Quicker

Computer Fixer.
DUNCAN CREEK
TECHNOLOGY

UM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service.' repairs.
759.3556

Went to Bey
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

Name Familial's
SI ye
uying
& gold coins.
All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old toins.

293-6999

4_40rt 44seu:

ri•.7

loth 46- big
11, oath
huge t ust44444 made
oak entertainment
tenter.
Enterlaiiiiitend
center is 37" wide
and 76" tall and
has pull out
drant•rs bit
components. SUNNI.
753-2753. 2111-2910.
7113-61'n

,ard
arnei
JUNK cars
WANTED
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Lawns Wein
2005 j,,hrl Deere riding
rT ,wer 595 4 whee
Inve less than 200
IT104hef width 62SI2 000 new sacrifice
rim 293 1231
435 4552 iLght
270
Mobile /lanes For Sale
"'OWNER
Financing"'
du,
20A
$69'
Len

iffiA
•••••

•

""OWNER
Financing*"

'"OWNER
Financing"'
I. :Oct P1,44101.10ublewide
(f3f3
BA
54 000
7 A! S45 4114•41t,
/ratter Road
ifl 73,3 101 1
FiA

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
is()S ()liquid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Alf
A.‘cpling ApplKations

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
121
Aeneas
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
IBR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
tor qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon Fri
Call today for appoint
merit
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1 2 5 3bedroom kits
We accept Sectior
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
!DO el 800-648-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-inside climate contru
storage
-Security alarmed
-Sate 8 clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd
Now Renting
sato & toxic)
270)293-7116
370
ommercial Prop
For Sale
BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1 1 2 miles from
downtown
2.588
s.-e,are. tee! 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles lo Britches Call
753 5856 cell
293-7127

RED OAKS APTS
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
UNFURNISHED 1 BR.
,:iose to campus deal
104 one person flu
,
uets. dydilabie
3rd 753 5980

Cornmencal Prop For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime localion 753 2905
793 1480

4444
Houses For Rent

AWESOME 4BR 2BA
FREE

F•F•
731-584-4926
BEAUTIFUL
2BA

r,H

PI-11ME retaii-comroerst.,eLe in Murray
Either 3650 or 1825
sq ft 270-331-8782

A

cial

.1, I r511, Out
ot.7t,14.7- 44 7

38R.
,

Pets & Supplies
ev r e
731-584-9430 '

4 4P

WOW" 38R 28A
sr. I- ar o.
731-584-9109

MAL I 2i414
trgo,1333 5,
'54 5(11,
MONO Hoene LOU For Rent

ir • •
Calloway County
'clonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

Apartments For Rent

tr r t vi , pertv
:BB
oriM ,te.1 ware, dud,
$750 mor th 759 9046
36 ;258
111t
1Bla IBA 4',
appiidr es deck L.,
,eteren,-es
'T 4, • dep•47,41
'1)243 3663
3BR IBA completely
temodeied with new
C H A No pets $750
n orth plus deposit
1626 ?Wier Ave
170 293 4602
, 711293 .3.'10

LHOLOt ATE I it
AKC
,
' Block 4 tnd
Pew claws removed
Kellogg bloodline
"An.'eld K
DC)Ci OberliP,
4 if, 2858
SHIla T ILI
puppies
AKC first st cts
5300-350
wormed
270-25' 0310
390
Livestock Supplies
TEAM covered wagon
52 50C People hauler
$3006 Call
12701492 8575 after
6prr ask for Dale

of
bath
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,
1.1

th

MAI. a

H A
5 " ,p,
'1,, 1'
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Jarage

riv,144rible

753-5086
1271)1527-293 I

AV Warehousing
Near MSU $2050
753 7668
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I w •.4,
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NOW OPEN:
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.1
‘IININ
OflOil

Hwy 121% kr,

4
1.
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753-9075
(270)227-2193

1170-759-11ZEIS
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Anokences
S•
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(210 753413

'
"r,4
pin,'I , Apartmeetc
,ng appi
2br
'
Hew bayed in ,ricome
nma,rmeni

160

ARKANSAS Wilk,* '11'
04100 041 4.41* r`Ovr at
The Peddler s Mali
L
'59 2106
...tuantrties
IKE name 5 cosk bed
'O" surto 55•Tie.
*53 5344

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pee cosh
for good used
furniture

753-8501

from

Natiorul

• j 1.,Lr, I DO No
800 648-6056 Equal
P-14k4s4N Opportunity
LIKI now IfiR apt all
apnhances Brooklyn
0,
•1,) 435 4382 or
leave message
UNIVERSITY Heights
4v9s is now accepting
appocahors for 1 8 2
BR rental assisted
apartments 1.410/..TH
8230 / 714 Censpbei
St 759 2282 Hearing
Impaired oniv 1-800
Equal
648.6056
Housing Om:oft/Nay

All Real [state advertised in the newspaper
is subiect to the
Federal Fa, Housing
Act of 1968 a, amend
ed which makes it illegal ti adveclise any
preference limitation,
or discrimination based
on race. L.olor religion
Sex •:,r national origin
intention to make
•
•
preference
' 1,scorni• espaper

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
acrev
, advertising
.19 E Main
i ' real estate which is
753-6266
,r violation of the law
'0i 293-4183
Our readers are t.ereby
4 p m 141-F
informed
all
that
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
J&L RF:NTALS
MINI-STORAGE available on an equal
Opportunity basis'
Nov. renting
I kk eted

-21IS 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

"I

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
'53-2905 or 753-7536

11111 51 S

iiii
ash in kerns
1 all 7(i1-1111\11
44,63 I

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
&nibble
r
4111111
ita:_tAir.:

2655 Butterworth Road

• 1.5 acres
• Hardwood
Floors
• Tile

• Carpet
• Sunroom
• 2 Car Attached
Garage

maClimate Hiw
Climate
i
control

753.3853

,Poi 8 iNil (ONSTIVIONly

Call Wry biotin of Sr yea Noldnosire
,-1144,
.4 :
..
759-4701
-----1.-0,
W-14
,

• Large Deck
• Bonus Room
• New Well
• New Septic

Asking $240,000

COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
mow 10+ years expe
nence references
available Cali Patrs-,k
itt 841-2952

270-227-1617
Lola For Saki
1. acre lot with well in
Stella 4 miles from
Murray Call cell
#678-640-8013
Acreage
1 to 300 acres West
Calloway Owner
financing 489-2116
leave message
BEAUTIFUL 4 acre
building site with 30.
trees 7-miles East of
Murray well septic
driveway, 111 30x50
ii 40x50 metal building 565.000 753-9970

1553 Oxford_ 4BR
2 SBA. bonus room
30x36 attached
garage 293-4183.
759-1506
3BR only $341 month
5', down 20 years at
8°. APR For listings
800-560-1951 [xl
S835
3BR. IBA, beautiful
lot short walk to campus $74.000
(6181925-0140 or
12701527-5645
FORECLOSURE, 3BR
only $24 900 For listings 800-560-1951 eel
S020
FSBO Country living,
1 -mile from court
square 3BR 1 -Bath.
1 839 sq ft 7-acres.
woods, barn. pasture
2-car shop. Old Salem
Rd. $110.000 Open
House 131,07. 121141)4

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIIT
\,•ill bus % tni
house or Mkt' ur
sour payments

Call 7M4558,
READY to move in
new construction
under 5200.000. 3 Pd'
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood We have other
properties also call
today 293-0139
REDUCED,
New construction,
ready to move in
116 Thoroughbred
Drive Call daytime
293-9747 752-0624,
Evenings 753-3966
SECLUDED country
brick home 3BRI2BA.
7. acres 436-2351 or
Vin4W4 e-liststate corn.
mls,'1024640.html
170
Notorcydes I ATVs
SDG 50 pit bike with 72
cc big bore kit, same as
new $1,700 0E30 Call
492.8156 or 293-0034
04 Harley Heritage
Classic Black 8 smoky
gold Low miles extra
chrome 753-7751

1998 GMC Jimmy
SUV 155 400 miles 4
Door automatic SLT
pkg power steering
AM EKG° player. sun
roof
cruise control
ieather seats 1 owner
car with new tires new
transmission
and
brake pads ABS needs
work and rear bumper
iamaged Black books
ists $3.650 selling for
52 600 761-3606
Jeep
blue
94
$1,600
Cherokee
293-1193 978-2090

2005 Kia Amante,
25.000 moles. excellent
-ondstior,, grey.
$17 000
2004 Cadillac CTS
48.000 moles, pearl
white, excellent condition, $19.000
227-9200 ,
2003 Lincoln Town Car
silver. 93.000 miles
new tires trailer hutch.
$10.000 OBO
753-5703

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
- since 1971"
"Carpets -Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
free Estimates
753-5827

1
kt::=0
Over 40 years exp.
Sales & Installation

1302 STORY

753-7728

1 hedrixan, 2 bath home. 1500 sq. it
Its trig. oak hardwood floors. ceramic tile,
aulted & tray L-etlltlgs. open floor plan.
$157,500 Call for appt. 270-293-02$5

1)17t1 \\MI 11 DI. Ets
Iii vii ( 44\4.1144 i Mt\

I sill\I\111
1711.294-1r-113

Used Cars

01 Chrysler Sebring
L X I.
convertible
Automatic, V6. 52.000
moles fully loaded.
chrome wheels. excellent condition Most
sell. 511.500 767-0508

Van,
Astro
1992
51 000
1975 GMC Vandura
$700 436-2733

2004 Ford Ranger ext
cab 4x4 auto tilt
cruise white new tires
109K miles $8 900
OBO 293-2780
Boats & Bofors
2004 2511 Odyssey
Lextra II tritoon 5 7
Mercruiser load Less
than 80 hours, brand
new beigeturgundy
435-4050 after 6.00PM
2000 Lowe 1765 90
Evinrude. 2 Eagle
graphs rite Lok spider
rig system ready for
water good condition,
293-5215 or 293-0234
1990 Lowe Aluminum
bass boat. 25 HP
Johnson rigged for
pan fish 753-5958
1986 Glasstron bass
boat Trolling motor
depth finder. 90-H
Johnson $2.500 293
1231. 435-4552 night
530
Services Offered
ULM
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816

STO('K!)11.E
LANDS('%VIM,
\1
& FRIT I
For all your lawn and
landscape needs.

Res,, Corn.. & Ind
licensed & Insured
iv small
VII lobs -

753-9562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing
weraii bock SIG'

270-227-6160

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
rein , ,val
Trimming.
stump grinding I,ie
wood Insured 489
2839

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks sun
rooms vinyl siding
mobile home repair.
sagging floors. termite
8 water damage Larry
Nimmo 12701753-9372
or 32701753-0353

GALLOWAY
I. W\‘
SERVICE
_ mulching.
limning. Please call
Iii tar estimate
753-8682
tell: 227-0726

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

niow mg. tenth/mg.
gush mining light
&
hackhok: wink.
hash hr num int!

We

Pick Up 01 01)

most scrap washers,
dryers, wire & scrap
metal for it
Fnerdly courIerArs serx,ce
CALL 227-2864
POOR lawn service'
Call met Accepting new
customers for 2007.
Lawns will be mainowner
by
tained
Professional training.
'8 years experience.
Professional results
David
guaranteed
761-4700 136-5085
R&VV Backhoe, Dozer
& Trucking. LLC
Specializing in building
pads. -driveways. septic
systems, storm shelters
Jimmy Reed
270-705-0443
Mike Weeks
270 705 039',
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dependable
trinunint;

270-293-6119
489-2689 • 293-6073

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

270-753-2279

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

pi,kups
• eeeke•
• locall ',,Aried..operateti
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

ASPHALT paving.
sealcoating. mainte,
nance Mitchell
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537

HILL S Lawn Mowl,-;
Service
Free eL •
mates 898-1752 or
227-7020

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet vinyl, tile hardwood laminate instal'iii, •
293-9340
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs
roofing
additions
decks, floor repair &
coverings. siding
"FREE ESTIMATES'•
Call 32701753-1499
17311247-5464
icroberlsonawk net

JOE'S JOBS

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's
Home
Improvement

Sinail household
repair & yard %%ork.
Senior friendlv
753-4344 • 217-5644

Laalb's Lawn
Service
`iallsiat
RocInel Lamb
270-752-11179

KEVIN'S LAWN
SERVICE
• 1110Ning
• Need eating

Free Estimates
02701293-7061
2701 759-9545
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Cali Cray.;
Fox at 270-4928156
270-293-0034

1.1)( Limn Care

CITRUS Lawn Care
reliable
Scheduled,
property management
trimming,
Mowing
mulch, shrubs tree
tnmming. gutter cleaning, hauling available
Call Steve 767.9178

hip of the'
equipment
SION ingAlulching
4 ompetitite Prices
I rut. I:stint:tic.
293-6872
METAL installed
houses and barns
Contact Darrin rsi
phone 270-752-0414

LOOKING for yards to
mow Most yards $15
to $20 Call 227,2087

731-247-5422
WET WILLY'S
HEATED
POWERWASH
We clean vinyl brick
-.oncrete aluminum
black top sidewalk
boats and more
Free estimates
Call
770 227-0339.
270-227 2367
YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
iard 270-705-3555
YARD work
Reasonable rates Call
Terry at 759 '81 1 or
293-1745
660
Free Column
FREE 1,
fr., 6 ninth old p(.: .
mixed A lovely puL
Airnost housebroken
Very gentle Call
270-436-514,

Having a Yard Sale?
Ledger & Times!
DEADLINES:

\lake it a big etent in the Niurra,t

PRICES:
31 70
words•
$18

Publish Date

$16

2

$28

Deadline
4477.14 ''AM
IDAM
Yonday 12PM
91,x1ay 4PM

$20

3

$35
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GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

TRAVIS ASPHALT

30 wcfcts ll
Of less' days
1
$11
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Eli
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LAWN CARE

Asphalt Pasing &
st-aIe'ueuliiig
Comm.& Res.
licensed & Insured.

Mowing
1
Lawn
mulch, other services
also 753-6294
227-8658 Cell

[Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 mum soma!

''11 ,11 ILL,ial
..nd Residential %Arid,
lodd Dodo
767-0433 • 350-0954

•AUTOMATED BILLING
II CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STAPTiNG At
$1 51.40
741-3744 293-44145

227 :575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Bush trimming, gutter
cleaning spring cleaning. & much more

Doan Electrical
Services

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AFFORDABLE.
dependable lawn care
489-2027

293-411381/

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
_

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the od.t t
you don't have Inr,
tor
Punting.
decks
293-5438

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured
436.5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
Junk & tree work
At Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials 436-2867

Calloway
Trash Service

1 Stop Construction
New homes add-ons
remodeling 8 all electrical needs Licensed &
insured 978-2758

PAYTON

Pt
le.e 4
P.1.44•114.
week
Chlifi.
Rose
Ihe
I aphe

LAWN CARE

270-436-5507
I ',di

2002 Camry LE
55,000 miles, 4 cylinder automatic, very
good condition
$11,000 080
759 1600 ext 118

io

Remodeling Siding Drywall
Paint Light Fixtures Rotted or
Soft Floor Repair Root Leaks
Plumbing Leaks Etc
,MESS QAIL VI
AI cLEAN VP ov,
'isured
St I
ice,

'

4 cal stall
P.v.et11)me
Heated thAri t elates

.11=111111E1:1.0
5.465 SIVA= Feet
4 Bedrooms
3 5 Baths

Star

LII

$30,000 BELOW APPRAISAL

ask for Kristin.

tf3f-3 toreclosure Buy
7, only $249346 F
listings 800 560 1951
ext S021
(BR only 5341 month
- down 20 years at
- APR For listings
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''hi 19
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TO years ago
Published is a scene front the
use ongoing skits depicting the
Passion of Jesus being held this
week at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. The picture shiiws Barry
Rose depicting Jesus on the Cross
The photo was by Stall Photographer Bernard Kane
Murray High School Lady
1 igers, champions of the First
Regional High School Girls Basketball "Eournanient. lost 54-45 to
Ashland in the first round of the
Kentucky High School Girls Basketball Tournament held at tiatiklore Becky Greene was high st orer tor the tigers
Births reported Int lude
girl
tonna and Gary Patterson. Mar,h
I5
20 years ago
Abbie Hoff man a polit i.al
,Lusist for more than two de,eides.
,111. be the guest speaker at Slut r as State I. Ms et`aty CUMIN CCIIla on March 27 This e‘ern is
,
• eing sponsored by MS( I Centel

Icy, sixth grade winner. 11s,, are
pictured being presented prizes by
Tommy Brown of Murray Theatres.
Sonya Speight presented a program on "Why the Small Church
Can't Grow- at a meeting of the
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbytenan Church Women held
at the home of Kathryn Kyle
Glover.
Published is a picture of Tracey.
Carraway, Chris Green and Tony
Carraway with a stringer of bullhead they caught while tisfung after
school.
40 years ago
A large audience of over 100
persons unanimously approved the
financing of the Murray-Calloway
County Public Library through a
; 1/2 cents per $100 valuation
tax last night at the library.
A grant of 516,845 65 has been
awarded to the Industreal Arts
Department of Murray State Uniyersity for a research project in
the area ot Yocanonal and tech
meal education
Dr. I- rank Kodtnan, chairman
Published are pktures 01 al:II \ of the psychology department of
Airs at the Murray State I iiiseiMurray State University. was the
my Rodeo being held at the West speaker at a meeting of the MurKentucky lay estock and Eypose
ray High School Unit of Parenteon Center. The photos were by
eacher Association.
statl Photographer DaY id I m
50 years ago
Births reported include .1 girl
Army Specialist Second Class
ro Cindy. and Christophei Clem - George E Harrell recently gradam. March 17 a boy to timbal., uated from the Army's European
ind Kenneth !tended itei and .1
Engineer School at Murnau, Geris41.,, to Kesha and Lint!, 1 -1:1/ICI. many.
Starch 19
The Murray Chamber of ComShirley Johns.in %%me. abimt
merce and the Garden Department
w ho deliv er, of the Murray Woman's Club are
Phyllis McClure
meals on wheels in her odium'. working together on a yearly beautifieation primect for the city of
-Silver Profiles
Murray
30 years ago
Sly rile Cooper and Ermine
Winners ()I the Callow as(
Stewart presented a lesson on
Spelling Bee held at North
'Slip CoYers- at a meeting of
I lementary School were l)ehhic
stubbletield. kAerall and eighth
South Pleasant Grove Homemakerbey. sey eis Club at the home of Clara
ade winner, Darrell Oy.
Brandin'.
cinh era& w timer, and Kay I ae

RE

Its The Associated Press
1).d.o. is Wednesday. Mai ). h
I the Soth day 01 20417 I lice
year
AL' 285 day s lett in the
loday s Highlight in
HIL March 21. 1655. eompos
CI 1.11;11111 Sebastian Bach w as
.
Ismi in lisenavh. German,
(iii this date
In 1504, the French eiv code,
I he -Code Napoleon' as It was
,alled. was adopted
In 1506. Mexican statesman
Rem!. fume/ was born iii its-

IIIle

19
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In 1907. U.S. Marines arrived
in Honduras to protect American
lives and interests in the wake of
polluted y iolenee
In 1946. the United Nations
set up temporary headquarters at
hunter College in New York.
In 1957. President Eisenhower
and British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan began a four-day conterence in Bermuda.
In 1960. some 70 people were
killed in Sharpeville. South Africa.
when police fired on demonstrators.

DEAR ABBY: I saved a
poem that I read in your column years ago, and now for
the life of me, I can't find
it. It was about looking at
yourself in the mirror and realizing how important character is, rather
than
the
opinion of
others. Can
you tell me
where
to
find it? My
daughter is
popular at
school, but
was
Dear Abby she
caught
cheating on
By Abigail
an
exam,
Van Buren
and I want
to give it to her. -- NANCY
IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR NANCY: I'm very
familiar with the poem you're
looking for. It was a favorite
of my mother's and part of
a collection of letters, poems
and essays that had special
meaning for her. It became
part of the Dear Abby Keepers Booklet.
For your convenience, I'm
reprinting it today. Read on:
THE MAN IN THE
GLASS
(Author Unknown)
When you get what you
want in your struggle for self
And the world makes you
king for a day.
Just go to a mirror and

In 1965. more than 3,000 cis il
rights demonstrators led by the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr. began their
march from Selma to Montgomery,
Ala.
In 1979. the Egyptian Parliament unanimously approved a
peace treaty with Israel.

look at yourself
And see what THAT man
has to say.
For it isn't your father or
mother or wife
Whose judgment upon you
must pass,
The fellow whose verdict
counts most in your life
Is the one staring back from
the glass.
Some people might think
you're a straight-shootin'chum
And call you a wonderful
guy.
But the man in glass says
you're only a bum
If you can't look him
straight in the eye.
He's the fellow to please.
never mind all the rest,
For he's with you clear to
the end.
And you've passed your
most dangerous test
If the guy in the glass is
your friend.
You may fool the whole
world down the pathway of
years
And get pats on the back
as you pass.
But your final reward will
be heartache and tears
If you've cheated the man
in the glass.
My Keepers Booklet can
be ordered by sending a business-size, self-addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $6 (U.S. funds) to:
Dear Abby -- Keepers, P.O.
Box 447. Mount Morris, IL
61054-0447. Shipping and
handling are included in the
price.
The booklet is inspiring.
positive, and a quick, easy
read for anyone who needs
a "lift."

Oa ARP StICE cgArierS
RETIREMENT CAVE ABOUT
TWO MOORS At,o.

.0

DEAR ABBY: The husband of a close friend of
mine is graduating from the
state police academy. She's
throwing him a party, and
we're invited. Could you
please suggest an appropriate gift for him? I'm stuck.
-- A READER IN THE EAST
DEAR READER: How
about a St. Christopher's
medal? He's sure to be doing
a lot of "traveling.
•••
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My 7yea-old granddaughter pops her
knuckles. She cannot seem to
break the habit of doing this.
Will this cause any damage to
her hands? If so, how can she
stop doing this? This is very
-important to
her, so could
you
please
respond?
She's worried It will
make
her
knuckles
large or some
other problem that may
come from
doing this.

Dr. Gott

AND I SURE COULD USE AN EITRALARGE LATTE TO GET MY MIND
ORP hiv rgousas gaz
A rEW MIKLITES
L
Fir I

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips.
at
Dear Abby
Write
www.DearAbby.com or P.O.
Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA
90069.

DEAR

By
Dr. Peter Gott

READER:
Although not
every knuckle-popper is at risk
of developing joint pain or arthritis, some people do suffer from
joint diseases caused by this nervous habit.
I recommend that this issue
be addressed by your granddaughter's pediatrician, who will
examine her hands for early.
damage and advise you about
therapy. or whether the situation can simply he monitored
as the child grows older.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
47-year-old woman who is planning to marry a 64-year-old inan
who was diagnosed with prostate
cancer three years ago. He has
had brachytherapy. cryosurgery
and currently is undergoing hormone treatment because his cancer is now advaneed to metastatic bone cancer He tells me
that his doctor has said he will
be cured with the hormone treatments. 1 have read that metastatic bone cancer cannot be cured,
only treated to reduce pain and
slow. the spread of cancer.
Can he be cured, as he says
his doctor says he a ill be? Will

we ever be able to have a normal, satisfying love life, including sex? He has a heart condition, and I doubt that he would
be able to use any of the silde-

nafil products.
DEAR READER: From your
brief description of your fiance's
problem. I agree that the likelihood of a cure for his metastatic cancer is remote. However,
miracles do happen. so don't
lose hope. At the very least, his

cancer can be slowed or arrested.
With respect to his sex life,
the future is grim. Your fiance
should check with his urologist
to consider a penile pump or other
nonmedicinal methods that may
help.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "The
Prostate Gland" and "Erectile
Dysfunction."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I enjoy

your advice column very much.
This letter is not about a health
problem, but a puzzlement about
why Mother Nature plays a dirty
trick on us as we grow old.
Why does she cut off the
energy that grew hair on our
heads and devote that same energy to promote hair growth where
we don't want, or need, it, i.e.
in our ears, nose and bushy eyebrows? No wonder I'm a bit
deaf, with all that hair blocking the entrance.
I don't appreciate Mother
Nature's sense of humor. Or
does she not like us old men?
I'm 92.

DEAR READER: It is
beyond my capabilities to understand Mother Nature and her
sense of humor. Yes, the aging
procedure can be hard: Getting
old is not for sissies. I guess
we oldies just have to do the
hest we can and maintain a positive attitude.

ContractBridge
The Step-By-Step Approach

•
•
•

In 1985, police in Langa. South
Africa, opened fire on blacks
marching to mark the 25th anniversary of the Sharpeville shootings.
killing at least 21 demonstrators.
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Knuckle-popping
worries grandma

Take a character check
by looking in the mirror
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Pass
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Pass
2
Pass
Pass
6*
three
hearts.
Openine lead
No one could possibly memorue
the best way of dealing with e‘ery
card combination that can arise to
plague a declarer fortunately. the
answer to most such problems can be
figured Out at Mc table 'Simple logic
will pros ide the righ solution in
almost e‘ery Ld,C.
Consider this deal where West

or

leads a heart against Sly spades. 1 alt
takes the ace and returns a heart to
dummy's queen.
South must avoid a trump loser to
make the slam. There is no good reason to postpone playing trumps. so
declarer leads one from dummy,
planning to finesse.
But which spade should he lead
from dummy? The proper play is the
deuce, not the ten. This is because
Fast might have the singleton king.
in which case the ten lead would
establish West's nine as a trick
After South leads the deuce and
wins with the queen, presumably
marking Last with the king, he
returns to dummy with a club in
order to repeat the spade finesse.
But this time South should lead
the ten from dummy, not the foe.
The ten is led in order to guard
against the possibility that East
might have started with four trumps
instead ofjust two or three.
Once South leads the ten, he
makes the slam whether East cm ers
with the king or not. But if South
makes the mistake of leading the five
from dummy and finessing the lack,
he will then have to lose a trump
trick to East's K-9 and go down one

Tomorrow: How to capture a knave
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1 Delight in
5 Solemn
promise
9 Road guide
12 PC system
13 Joke response
(hyph
14 Back when
15 Opposed
16 Without
loopholes
18 Futile
20 Gold Rush St
21 Octopus
defense
22 Black-andwhite stnped
animals
26 Veldt grazer
29 Each
30 Wan treasure
31 Loud sound
32 Tommy
— Jones
33 Mix together
34 Proposal
35 Big snake

36 Soft leather
37 Does a salon
lob
39 Holed up
40 Condition
41 Dairy cattle
45 Flowering vine
49 Gotchal
(2 wds
50 Natural
resource
51 Recline indolently
52 Is. to Pedro
53 Dripping
54 Rents out
55 Harness piece
DOWN
1 Feast with poi
2 Small hotels
3 Paper toy
4 Banishing
5 Brush off
6 Thole fillers
7 Sorority letter
8 Tango partner
9 Bad for Yves
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10 Ottoman official
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Calloway speech team
wins awards at state
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State of Kentucky" Shy Underhill
r'cr• Award troptl,

The Calloway County Speech Team took
I I th place overall sweepstakes honors out of
52 teams at the Kentucky High School Speech
League State Tournament over the March 1517 weekend. Calloway also took 6th place in
the Lincoln Douglas Debate Sweepstakes race.
Students were recognized for the achievements
as follows. Shy Underhill, 1st and Austin Ramsey. 5th, Humorous Interpretation; Austin Ramsey also placed 5th in Storytelling; and in
debate. :Ashley Winkler. 3rd and Danielle Pritchett. 7th. were both recognized with Outstanding Speaker Awards. Semi-finalists for Callovv ay include: Seth Fortenbery, Original Oratory: Landon Cain. Broadcasting; and Ashley
Winklei linpromptri Speaking. Other students
contributing to the Mort for ('('HS: Emily.
Alton. Karson Crass, Will Blackford, Arista
Underhill, April Mitchell. Elizabeth Hillman.
Nathan Erwin. Allvsoil Miller. Patti White, and
alerie Crowder.
Calloway Count,
. High Si.hool was also hon-

ored with the Sustained Excellence Award. The
last time CCHS was recognized with the KHSSL
travelling trophy was 1994 when the team's
head coach was Larry England.
During the awards ceremony,Calloway Speech
Team Captain Shy Underhill was introduced to
the audience as "The Funniest Man in the
State." Calloway Speech Coach Michael Robinson says it's a fitting way to end state competition. "The team focus since the beginning
of the year has been building community. This
is a wonderfully talented group of students
that has represented Calloway very well this
year. It's great to share in that joy with others."
Assitant Coaches for the Calloway County
Speech Team are Sarah Strupp. Chelsie Zeigler, Catlin Bogard, and Larry England. The
team will travel to Danville for the National
Forensic League District Tournament this weekend.

Stand for Sudan genocide awareness program planned at MSU
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ing conditions deteriorated.
"We had to eat once a day or maybe
three times a week. of some spent two
Iii three days without eating it they
were not tortunate enough,- Akec said.
-Water. medicine and school materials
were sLarce It is tough to live as a
feltigee because Its mg is lust a matter
rit sustaining
Akec was tinally able to leak e the
2001. when he came to the
camp
I ;wed States His entire lanniy had
been scattered in 1987 upon being
forced into the retugee camps His
mother was sent to a camp in Southern Sudan. ,ind he had not seen her

mother in Kenya and his sister and
Iwo brothers in Kharthom for the first
time in nearly 20 years.
Amnesty international President
Penny Smith, an alumna ot Murray
State from Edwardsville, Ill., is coordinating the event. -We're really excited about everything going on that
night.- Smith said. -Hopefully, this
will he one of many events we can
hold to raise awareness about refugees
and genocide around the world.Information on how to write letters
and Who to call will be given to encourage students to become more politically involved in dire situations around
the world. The group also plans to
.1111Ce.
hold a candlelight vigil in memory' of
llowecer, that all changed last Decem- all the lives of refugees that have been
lost
ber
Stand for Sudan will be held from
was able to spend use week.
fi.30 to 9:30 p.m. on March .30 at the
iii Khartuom. Sudan, in Des. 2110(1 and
Jan 21N 17, and was reunited with most ('urns Center Dance Lounge. All are
hts Lundy He was able to visit his invited to attend.
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ADAMS ONLY REPRESENTATIVE ON ALL PURCHASE
FIRST TEAM; PERRY NAMED HONORABLE MENTION
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Freshman pitcher Whitney Gardner, right, returns to lead
the Lady Lakers in the pitching circle this spring. Pictured
with Gardner is junior catcher Meagan Starks. who is
scheduled to return to action next month after suffering a
knee injury during the just-completed basketball season.

Lady Lakers serve
up youthful crop
CCHS WILL ALSO RETURN
EXPERIENCE TO 10-17 TEAM
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
As far as age is concerned,
the 2007 Calloway County
Lady Laker softball team will
be no older than its 2006 ver51011.
The difference, however.
will be evident in the squad's
experience level, which
• should serve the youthful
Lady Lakers well this season.
"1 think all of them did
well tlast year) for kids who
didn't have much varsity
experience." said Calloway
head coach James Pigg,
whose ballclub compiled a
10-17 record last spring —
including a Fourth District

Tournament championship —
while adjusting to life without long-time pitching ace
Kalyn Fox.
most
The
obvious
improvements should be seen
in the pitcher's circle, where
freshmen hurlers Whitney
Gardner and Ashton Futrell
return armed with a full season already under their belts
and a new arsenal of pitches.
-They have both worked
really hard in the offseason to
improve," Pigg noted, "t Last)
summer, they developed
more pitches. and both of
them got faster. ... Just the

Staff Report
Calloway County senior forward Wes Adams is the lone local
representative on the Paducah
Sun's Boys' All-Purchase Team.
Adams, whose sister, Rachel,
was named to the girls' squad, was
one of 12 area boys' players
named to the 64th annual team,
forming the largest All-Purchase
squad in over 30 years.
The team, as voted by First
Region coaches, added two extra
members this season due to a
three-way tie for the 10th and final
spot.
The 6-foot-5 Adams averaged
11.7 points and 5.8 rebounds per
game in helping to guide the
Lakers to a 22-10 record, which
included a trip to the semifinal
round of the First Region
Tournament, where they fell to
Paducah Tilghman 64-56.
Adams, who finished his career
at CCHS with 727 points and 501
rebounds, was named to the AllFirst Region Tournament team for
his efforts in helping the Lakers
past
first-round
opponent
Mayfield and in the loss to
Tilghman.
Also receiving votes from
Calloway County was senior
guard Wes Perry.
Mayfield
senior
Jeremy
Rodgers was named Purchase
Player of the Year after averaging
16.5 points, 4.5 rebounds and 3.0
assists per contest for the
Cardinals, who finished their season at 17-8 after falling to
Calloway 51-46 in the opening
round of the regional tournament.

MICHAEL DANN /Ledger & limes

Wes Adams was one of 12 area boys named to the 2007 All Purchase Team, named by
The Paducah Sun. Adams averaged 11.7 points and 5.8 rebounds per game this season.

KHSAA SWEET 16 STATE TOURNAMENT

Pippa Passes: What? Where?

NISI: ROUNDUP

'Breds change venues
for matchup with UK
RiH.E COMPETES AT JUNIOR

OLYMPICS; MEN1S GOLF
FINISHES FIFTH
By MSU Media Relations
Wallizer took fourth in the
Murray
The
State men's air rifle competition at
• Thoroughbreds' game against the 2007 USA Shooting
Kentucky will he played at Junior Olympic National
Brooks Stadium in Paducah Championships, held March
on Tuesday. May IS at 6 p.m. 7-24 at the U.S. Olympic
The stadium is the site for Complex.
the Ohio Valley C.onference
Freshman Kasey Meyer
Tournament, which is sched- finished in 10th place. tying
uled for May 23-26.
for eighth. but taking 10th on
"Playing our baseball the tie-breaker.
game with the University of
Wallizer, an All-American
Kentucky at Brooks Stadium in air rifle, shot an 1179 out of
will allow us to have an out- a possible 12(10. tying for
reach opportunity into one of third place. but taking fourth
: the largest area of our alumni, on the tic-breaker. Meyer
'Paducah." said MSU director fired an 1168 in the competiof athletics Allen Ward. "We tion.
have stated how important the
"This is really exciting,"
Paducah area is to our success said MSU coach Morgan
as a department.
Hicks. "I am proud of how
"This is a was to say thank well our young shooters did
you for their continued sup- here. It says a lot about our
port. In addition, this provides program. and bodes well for
; us an opportunity to showcase Racer rifle for years to come."
one of our athletic teams to
Some 273 athletes took
the region in the facility pan in the 17-day event, livwhere the Ohio Valley ing. training and competing
Conference Tournament will alongside U.S. Olympic Team
be played."
athletes and hopefuls.
• "Paducah is important to
Athletes from 46 states
us," said MSU head coach earned a spot in the competiRob McDonald. "I think there tion based on their performwill be a great atmosphere ances in state qualifiers. The
there. This will be a great first- and second-place finishopportunity for our team. and ers in air rifle, smallbore and
I'm looking forward to it."
pistol each earned a place on
Bleacher tickets will be $.5 their respective National
apiece. Fans can purchase Development Teams.
tickets by calling toll-free 1
Hicks was the 2001
877 894-4474 or by going National Junior Olympics
online to ticketmastercom.
smallbore champion and competed in the 2004 Olympic
Rifle
COLORADO SPRINGS. Games in Athens, Greece.
Colo. — Sophomore Bryant

PIPPA PASSES, Ky.(AP) —
Over the years, the basketball
team from a tiny college prep
school had no end of invitations
to play in homecoming games
throughout Kentucky's coalfields.
"Everybody
wanted
us
because they knew they could
beat us," said Clark Stepp, a junior guard from June Buchanan
School.
Those
invitations
have
stopped now that the school with
only 34 boys in grades 9-12 has
been crowned regional champion
in southeastern Kentucky and is
on its way to the state tournament
that begins Wednesday in
Lexington.
Local radio personality Ira
Combs said the Crusaders, with a
record of 26-6, have generated
enthusiasm
throughout
Kentucky's mountain region, far
beyond the tiny community of
Pippa Passes, and those fans, he
said, will turn out in force at
Rupp Arena to cheer on the
underdog team from the heart of
Appalachia.
"It's probably a level of
'Hoosiers." Combs said, referring to the 1986 movie about a
small-town high school basketball team that won the Indiana
state championship.
The difference is that Pippa
Passes, population 297. is even
smaller an,c1 far more remote that
the town portrayed in "Hoosiers."
Pippa Passes has no fast-food
restaurants, The nearest WalMart is in the next county. 30
minutes away.
"Pippa Passes is even isolated
by eastern Kentucky standards."
('omhs said.
The community was named
Pippa Passes by Alice Lloyd. an
educator who came to Caney
Creek from Boston in 1917 to
teach local children in one of the
most impoverished areas of the
United States. She was later
joined by her friend and fellow
educator
June
Buchanan.

AP

Brock Childers, right, and Clark Stepp sit outside June
Buchanan School, top, in Pippa Passes, Ky., Monday. The tiny
prep school will play in the Kentucky state basketball tournament that begins today.
Together they founded what has
since become Alice Lloyd
College, a private non-denominational school that serves
Kentucky's Appalachian region.
The June Buchanan School
opened on the college campus in
1984 to provide an academically
challenging curriculum for local
children aimed at preparing them
for college and careers.
Headmaster Yvon Allen said
the high school's basketball players are gifted both athletically
and academically. The average
GPA for the team is 3.5.

"All the kids here will go to
college," Allen said. "We do not
have a dropout rate. One out of
every 10 graduates become doctors."
The Crusaders face teams
from much larger schools. Their
first matchup, scheduled for
Thursday. is against Bowling
Green's Warren Central High
School, 28-4, which has played in
the state tournament each of the
past six years and won the title in
2004

LSU's Davis
to enter
NBA draft
BATON ROUGE, La.(AP)
— LSU's -Big Baby" is moving on to the next stage of his
basketball life.
Glen Davis announced
Tuesday that he will skip his
senior year to enter the NBA
draft.
"After my toughest year, I
now feel 1 am physically and
mentally ready for the NBA,"
Davis said."In my mind and in
my heart, I felt that it was time
for me to move on."
Coach John Brady said last
week the 6-foot-9, 290-pound
junior had been meeting with
agents and was leaning toward
turning pro.
Davis averaged 17.7 points
and 10.4 rebounds this season,
missing several games late in
the year because of a strained
quadriceps. He is the only LSU
player other than Shaquille
O'Neal with career totals surpassing 1,500 points, 900
rebounds and 100 blocks.
Davis was an AP second team
All-America selection during
the 2005-06 season, when LSU
went to the Final Four.
"Last year, the team had
great success. I was part of
only four(LSU)teams to make
it to the Final Four," Davis
said. "I decided to stay and
hoped to build on that this year.
Unfortunately that didn't happen."
Davis has signed with
Houston-based agent John
Hamilton of Performance
Sports Management but will
remain enrolled at LSU until
the end of the semester.
Brady said he advised Davis
to turn pro unless he was fully
committed to returning to LSU
for his senior year. The coach
told Davis not to base his decision purely on scouts' projections about how high he'd be
picked in the NBA draft.
'That was the most important thing to me," Brady said.
"I told him two weeks ago that
he needs to go where his heart
moves him to go. not where
someone tells him he'll go (in
the draft).
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Kansas City 4. Chicago White Sox 3
Tuesdays Games

Washington 3, Florida 0
Pittsburgh 3 Detroit 1
Tampa Bay 7 Cleveland 0
Arizona 8, Seattle 1
Colorado 4, Chicago Cubs 2
Texas 4, San Francisco 3
Oakland 5 Chicago While Sox 3
Boston 6 Minnesota 5
St Louis 13. LA Dodgers 0
N Y Mets 6, Baltimore 1
N Y Yankees 2, Philadelphia 0
San Diego 8 LA Angels 7 10 Innings

Wedneeday's Games
Boston vs Pittsburgh at Bradenton
Fit, 1205 p m
Baltimore vs. St Louis at Jupiter, Fa
1205 pm
Cincinnati vs Minnesota at Fort Myers.
Fla . 12 05 p m
Texas vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa. Anz
305 p m
Seattle vs Colorado at Tucson, Ariz
3.05 p.m
Milwaukee vs San Diego at Peoria
Anz . 3 05 p.m
Arizona vs L A Angels at Tempe Anz .
305 p.m
San Francisco vs Chicago White Sox
at Tucson. Anz , 3:05 p m
Atlanta vs Washington at Vera. Fla
605 p m
Tampa Bay vs Houston at Kissimmee.
Fla . 605 pm
N Y Nets vs L A Dodgers at Vero
Beach, Fla . 605 pm
Philadelphia vs Toronto at Dunedin
Fla , 6135 pm
Oakland vs. Kansas City at Surprise
Anz , 8 05 p m

SportsBriefs
•The Calloway County High School softball team will hold a 100inning fund-raiser on Saturday at the school's softball complex. The
event will begin at 9 a.m. and conclude around noon. Following the
fund-raiser, the 2007 Lady Laker squad will be introduced. A home run
hitting contest will also be held. Those interested in competing in the
home run contest will be required to pay a $5 tee for 10 swings. All proceeds from the competition will go to the Lady Laker Softball Booster
Club. A prize will be awarded to the winner. Concessions will also be

Ex-Louisville standout
undergoes surgery
his bone didn't heal quickly
enough. He's expected to be out
another couple of months and
ROD INSERTED won't be able to work out
Monday during Louisville's pro
day. Gasparro said.
IN LEG
Bush announced in January
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — he would skip his last season at
Former Louisville running back Louisville to enter the NFL
Michael Bush, who missed most draft.
of last season with a broken kg,
Louisville ended the season
underwent surgery Tuesday to with an Orange Bowl victory
help his bone heal, a university over Wake Forest. but Bush's
spokesman said.
season ended Sept. 3 during the
Bush had a new rod inserted second half of the Cardinals'
and was expected to be released game against Kentucky. In the
from a Louisville hospital on first half of that game, he scored
Wednesday, spokesman Rocco three touchdowns.
Gasparro said.
In his junior year. Bush ran
Gasparro said Bush sought for 1,183 yards and an NCAAanother medical opinion when leading 23 touchdowns.

BUSH HAS NEW
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AP
Chicago pitcher Kerry Wood and teammate Mark Prior could start the season
on the IX for th43 second straight year.
according to Cubs pitching coach Larry
Rothschild
1thletics 5. White Sox 3
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By The Associated Press

Monday's Games
Florida 2
Toronto 9 N Y. Yankees 1
Atlanta 6. Cleveland 0
Detroit 6, Cincinnati 2
Washington 9, LA Dodgers 1
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Wes Perry (321 was the only other local player to be named to
the Paducah Sun's All Purchase Team Perry was named to
the honorable mention team
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That includes Clark Stepp,
Warren Central has an enroll- the top scorer averaging 25
ment of over 1.000. compared points per game. and Tate Cox,
with June Buchanan's high the second-highest scorer averschool enrollment of 74. All aging 14 points per game. The
Kentucky schools, regardless of 6-foot 9-inch center, Garrison
size. compete for the same Collins. who scores nearly 8
points per game. enrolled as a
championship in basketball.
Other teams in the Sweet 16 first grader.
If the Crusaders were to win
are Adair County, 23-9; Lincoln
tournament, the story line
the
County. 24-9; Oldham County,
23-6; Scott County, 30-2; South would be more amazing than the
Laurel, 28-5; Fairdale, 24-7; movie. Combs said.
-They're
probably
the
Holmes, 23-9; Owensboro, 248: Paducah Tilghman, 25-7; longest of all long shots,- he
Ballard, 32-2; George R. Clark, said. "Warren Central is proba25-7: Christian County, 28-4; bly an 18- to 20-point better
Elliott County, 24-6; Shelby team on paper. but as we all
know, games aren't played on
Valley, 29-3.
A victory by a tiny school paper. Anything could happen.would not be unprecedented —
the private University Heights
of Hopkinsville, with high
school enrollment of 58, won
Liody Softer
Wm Wayism*sty
the boys' title in 1992.
"We know we've got our
work cut out for us," said June
Buchanan Coach Gary Stepp.
In Kentucky, controversy has
TV, radio
swirled over allegations of some
TODAY
private schools recruiting top
MEWS COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
athletes from public schools;
ESPN2 - NIT Quarterfinals Syracuse
under one pending proposal cerat Clemson
tain transfer students would be
11 p.m
ESPN2 — NIT quarestitnals DePeui at
ineligible for a year.
Foroe
Meanwhile,
at
June
NBA BASKETBALL
Buchanan. the leading scorers
7 p.m.
ESPN - Dallas at Cleveland
came in as kindergartners.
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Baseball team that lost
players in bus wreck
will still play this season
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AGAINST THE WIND: A brisk wind made it difficult Monday for a group of Murray High School students to spread a tarp over
the diamond at the Lady Tiger softball field. Pictured above, Trey Steely, left, a ninth grader, and others wrestle with straightening the tarp as the wind tnes to lift it high in the air.
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Missing Boy Scout found alive in N.C. wilderness
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McGRADY, N.C. (AP) —
A .12-year-old Boy Scout who
survived in the North Carolina mountains for four days
scarfed down chicken fingers
after being reunited with his
overjoyed parents and explained
that he wandered away from
his troop because he missed
his family.
-He was homesick." said
Kent Auberry,father of Michael,
at a hospital news conference
Tuesday. "He started walking
and at one point when he was
walking he thought maybe he'd
walk as far as the road and
hitchhike home."
"We're going to have our lectures about hitchhiking again,"
the elder Auberry added.
"We've had them in the past,
hut with a special vigor, we'll
go over that again with
Michael."
A dog caught Michael's scent
less than a mile from the campsite where he had wandered
away Saturday. The disappearance touched off an intensive
search involving bloodhounds,
heat-seeking helicopters and
dozens of volunteers on foot.
A 2-year-old Shiloh shepherd called Gandalf picked up
the boy's scent. "popped his
head three times" and there
was Michael, walking along a
stream, said Misha Marshall.
Gandalf's trainer.
"He was a little dazed,"
Marshall said. "You are totally. overwhelmed. You at first
don't believe he's the person
you•re looking for."
Searchers gave the boy —
whom his father described as
tired and dehydrated — granola bars, crackers and water.
At the hospital after his rescue, he ate chicken fingers and
asked for cookies.
Michael "wants to thank
Gandalf especially — even
though he ate the peanut butter crackers they gave him."
Kent Auberry joked.
It was not clear exactly how
the boy was able to survive
or whether he put any of hi,
Scout wilderness training to use
Kent Auberry said he still didn't know much about his son's
ordeal, mostly because he decided not to ask too many questions.
"He's got a tremendous life
spirit." he said.
Michael said he slept in tree
branches, drank river water and
curled up under rocks. "He
saw the helicopters and heard
people calling him. but he yelled
hack and they didn't hear him."
Kent Auberry said.
Michael had worn two jackets, one of them fleece, and
was believed to have a mess
kit and potato chips with him
when he disappeared. Searchers
found the kit within a mile of
the camp site a few hours after
he. disappeared. The boy also
said he lost his hat and glasses in the woods.
Once rescued, the first thing
he said to searchers was that
"h'e wanted a helicopter ride
out of there," said Blue Ridge
Parkway ranger David Bauer.
: Aside from a few cuts and
scratches, Michael was in good
health. Because he had been
without food and water, he vvit
cakried on a stretcher to a nearby road and then taken to see
hil5 parents.
"A lot of tears, a lot of
hugs," said Tina White, spokeswoman for the National Part

he offered a plea from Michael
about making up his sixthgrade schoolwork.
"He's worried about makeup work in Miss Self's class,"
Auberry said. "So if Miss Self
could cut him a break, he
would be Nery, sers grateful."

GARAGES, INC.
BEIVER BUNN
Family Owned And Operated Since 1987
Quell Service • Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal!
loll 1 reeS8s-,01:1-5410
Call Us For A.
270-674-5530
No-Cost• No-Obligation • No Hass*• On Site Consultabon & Estomate

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floor, Not Pre-tabs, Carpenter Built,
Quality Material, Professional Craftsmanship.] or,z,er (,iies Available. Written Warranty.
Deluxe Models wNinyl siding

Deluxe Models wfilard siding

AP

Kent Auberry, center, addresses OM media in Wirth
Wilkesboro, N.C., Tuesday after his son, Michael Auberry, a
12-year-old Boy Scout who disappeared Saturday, was found.
Service.
Later. Michael went by
ambulance to the hospital.
Along the way. he received IV
fluids to help him rehydrate
and told his father he wanted
to sleep, said ambulance driver Bud Lane.
Hours earlier, the boy's father
had talked about one of
Michael's favorite books when
he was younger, a story titled
"Hatchet" about a boy whose
plane crashes in the wilder-

ness, and how the boy survives on his own.
"I think he's got some of
that book in his mind." said
Kent Auberry, whose son had
camped overnight several times
before. "They do a great job
in the Scouts of educating the
kids of what to beware of and
tips. I'm hopeful that Michael
has taken those to heart."
After the rescue. Kent Auberry said: "To have our son back
is a tremendous blessing." But
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It's 10 a.m.
Do you know where your old 401(k) is?
We can help you bring it home. Call today
to find out how to rollover your 401(k).
Nancy Buchanan, FiCF
Registered Representativ

WOODMEN,'"
Of WORLD

Biackie is a short hair lilac mix.
female, spayed, eight mos old

Spot is a tortoise shel dornestx short
hair arc paved. iernale eight no' old

SHELTER MOORS: MON.-F11. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

Fur mon,intormati( In I ontact
(4
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at 1270) 759-4141

_.••
/

Barry Newsome

Shelia Crouse, FiCF
Representative
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

(270)767-0077
cell 270-293-1822

egistered Representativ -

270-753-3422
cell 270804.1175

Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071

330 CC

401(k) not offered as a product. Products offered are IRA variable annuities IRA fixe0
annuities, and IRA mutual funds. Securities are offered and processed througt
Woodmen Financial Services Inc. 1700 Farnam St., Omaha, NE 68102. 877-664-333:
member NASD/SIPC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society and/or Omaha Woodmen Life Insurance Society. Mutual funds are
issued by companies that are not affiliated with Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society and/or Omaha Woodmen Life Insurance Society. Variable annuities and fixed
annuities are issued by Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society, Omaha. NE
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BLUFFTON, Ohio (AP) — Using bats and gloves donatk.,
haseb-;
by three major league teams, Bluffton Universitv
team began practicing and continued the healing trom a hi
wreck that killed five teammates.
School officials announced Tuesday the team will play
season despite the deaths.
"It's important they get back on the field and do what tti,
love,- said athletic director Phill Talavinia
The players were unanimous in their decision. but they II wanted to make sure the families of those killed agreed.
said.
The team will wear all black uniforms to honor the ti,
players: third baseman Scott Harmon. outfielder Ty ler Willian
pitcher Cody Holp. second baseman David Betts and pitk,h.
Zach Arend.
Their first game will be March 30 against Mount St loser,
of Cincinnati.
School president James Harder said the players met daiI
over the last week to talk about whether to play.
More than anything, he said, they were concerned about Ii.
feelings of the families who lost their sons. No one obiecte
"Those who lost their lives in this tragic accident were pa
sionate about playing baseball." Harder said.
About two dozen players gathered tor the announceiner
hut none of them spoke.
The Beavers had their first practice Monday inside a gy
nasium where a week ago they attended a memorial serx
for those killed.
They took turns inside a batting cage erected on a stage •
the gym.
"It was a gotxi feeling to go into the gy in and hearing t
crack of the bat.- Talavinia said. "It was nice doing those no.
nil things."
-They will be without their coach. James Grande. tor
least the beginning of the season while he recosers from breai
ing all of the bones in his tace and injuring his right leg
As many as six players could miss all or part 01 the s•
son with injunes.
Several sporting goods companies. including Nike and W
son Sporting Goods, donated equipment to replace IA hat ‘1
destroyed in the crash. The Cincinnati Reds. Cie% eland
and Florida Marlins also shipped balls, bats and glii‘es to it
university.
The team's bus plunged off an overpass in Atlanta on Ntarc.•
2 while on a trip to Florida. Four players died at the seei.
and a fifth died a week later. The driver and his wile als
died. One team member. Tim Berta. a student coach and sei,
lOr trout Ida. Mich.. still is in critical condition
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March
Madness Is
Here!
459 2007 Dodge Durango SXT 2n
Stk MCT7094

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebate
AM/FM/CD
40,20/40 Cloth Seats

Peppers Chevrolet "E"very
"D"ern "T"ruck is on sale
and Prices are Clearly
Marked. Look for the Yellow
Tag for -E." -D." "T." Pricing.

Hurry! The "E.""D.""T."
Sale Ends 4/1/07/

I

459 2006 Chrysler Sebring Sedan
./11Miliousk

EsPirm
4447

5/211"
SALES
DRIVE
45
,2007 Toyota Prius

Example of "E.""D". "T"Pricing

iv2007"New Body Style"

4

2 WD Reg. Cab

$22,025
-3189
- 5,000

Sale 13 836*

Price

It's the - E.- -D." "T." Sale

Stk. tGT7506
*4.8 L V-8 ENGINE
*Automatic Transmission
*Locking Rear Differential
*Cruise Control
*Air Conditioning

MSRP
$20,195
Peppers Disc
- 1,764
Bonus Cash
-1,000
Trade Assistance - 1,000•**
Farm Bureau Rebate.- 500"

CP 2007 Camry Hybrid

$15,931*

OMNI.
520,410

erne/
There's More!
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebate

2090
2 21 7

3,000
$16,873.

Sale
Price

Qualified Buyers May Receive ...
0% APR Financing For 36 Months*"
2.9% APR Financing For 48 Months"
4.9% APR Financing For 60 Months
7.9% APR Financing For 72 Months",

. •
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

P1-7
- 7Pt/- eS

SC..

Get Zero Percent Financing*
on New '07 Sienna Mini Vans,
New '07 Highlanders, New
'07 4Runners for 36 Months.
Peppers Special Spring Sale
Price on All Vehicles In Stock!

Best Selection Ever!
See Us at Peppers
Toyota Today!
Disclaimer 'Price includes doc fee of $64.50. taxes, title and license are additional
All APRs are with approved Toyota Financial Services Credit Zero due
at signing Zero security deposit. Photos for illustration purposes only
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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Peers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2004 Ford Ranger
30,000 Miles, Ext. Cab,
T/C, CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #GC6107A

26,000 Miles, Stow-NGo, T/C, CD , DVD.
Stk. #P6364

17,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P6382

$13,682'
2004 Pontiac Grand Prix GTP
34,000 MILES, T/C, CD,
Sunroof.
Stk. #P6265A

$412,485.

2000 Mercury
Grand Marquis 1.5

2006 Dodge Stratus SXT
28,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
Power Windows.
Stk. #P6383

50.000 Miles. T/C. Leather. All Power.
Stk #TC7440A

2004 Chevrolet Sihrerado Z71 LT
34,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
Leather, Ext. Cab.
Stk. #P6357

28,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
Sunroof, Ext. Cab.
Stk. #P6353

2006 Dodge Grand Caravan 2006 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LT 2005 Mercury Mariner Premier
25,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
DVD.
Stk. #P6359

2005 Buick Lacrosse
39,000 Miles,
T/C, CD.
Stk. #P6355

26,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P6370

15,000 Miles, 4 WD, V6,
Leather, Loaded.
Stk. #P6352

$12,988e

$18,959e

2004 Lexus RX330

2004 Jaguar X-Type

38,000 Miles, Leather,
Loaded.
Stk. #P6350

ThsdaornerAs poces pips tax Me and license eddrtional $6450 doe fee included
CHIVY
1ffs Mflani t,
in Sit or
S.tt

Wen,Urea,
%sr leerrereit Trot,

www.peppersatitoft,it,yr.
SRI AR

THROUGN

2400 E Wood St • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

52,000 Miles, 3.0 L., All
Wheel Drive, Leather,
Loaded. Stk. *C7005A

